
ENSURING THAT FEDERAL CIRCUIT COURTS
ADHERE TO THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW: WHY

LEGALLY AND NON-LEGALLY MARRIED
SPOUSES DESERVE EXPLICIT ASYLUM

PROTECTION UNDER SECTION 601 OF THE
ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION REFORM AND

IMMIGRANT RESPONSIBILITY ACT

I. INTRODUCTION

In early 2005, the population of the People's Republic of China
("China"), the world's most populous country, officially exceeded 1.3
billion citizens.1 However, China's population only grows at a rate of
approximately ten million people per year.2 China's growth rate illus-
trates the success of the Chinese government's infamous family plan-
ning policy known as Wan-Xi-Shao. 3 Since the family planning
policy's inception in the 1970s, Chinese officials have prevented 400
million births.4 Unpopular among the Chinese population, China's
family planning policy not only prohibits couples from having more
than one child, but also raises the legal age of marriage in China
above cultural norms. 5 As such, many young Chinese couples enter
into underage, traditional marriages and conceive children in viola-
tion of China's family planning policy. 6 The Chinese government com-
monly punishes traditionally married couples for violations of its
family planning policy through forced abortions and sterilizations.7

For instance, in a letter to her husband, one traditionally married wo-
man described how the Chinese government abducted her from her
home and forced her to abort the couple's child.8 The traditionally
married woman wrote, "[o]ne of the nurses who had a syringe in her
hand gave me a shot in my abdomen.... And after my baby came out

1. China's Population Passes 1.3bn, BBC NEWS, Jan. 6, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.
uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/4151229.stm.

2. Id.
3. Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1315 (11th Cir. 2007);

Xizhe Peng, Population Policy and Program in China: Challenge and Prospective, 35
TEX. INT'L L.J. 51, 52 (2000).

4. Has China's One-Child Policy Worked?, BBC NEWS, Sept. 20, 2007, http://news.
bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7000931.stm.

5. JOHN S. AIRD, SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS: COERCIVE BIRTH CONTROL IN

CHINA 28 (AEI Press 1990); Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 5, Yi Qiang Yang v.
Mukasey, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (2008) (No. 07-756).

6. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4, 5, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756).

7. Id. at 4.
8. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1313-14.
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of my body, I saw the nurse put the poor baby in a plastic bag. I was
so shock[ed] that I passed out."9

The United States House of Representatives' Committee on the
Judiciary has considered the Chinese government's forced steriliza-
tions and abortions, done as punishment for unauthorized
pregnancies, to be grotesque violations of human rights. 10 As such,
Congress enacted Section 601 ("Section 601") of the Illegal Immigra-
tion Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 199611 (the "Act") to
specifically provide asylum protection to individuals forced to undergo
a sterilization or abortion procedure as part of a nation's family plan-
ning policy. 12 Initially, the United States Department of Justice's
Board of Immigration Appeals broadly interpreted the class of individ-
uals protected by Section 601 to include not only the individuals per-
sonally forced to undergo sterilization or an abortion, but also their
spouses. 13 However, federal circuit courts remain split on the issue of
whether husbands in traditional marriages, which are not legally rec-
ognized by the Chinese government as a marriage, should be afforded
Section 601 asylum protection. 14 Complicating the issue further,
some federal agencies and federal courts have entirely refused to af-
ford Section 601 asylum protection to the spouses of individuals forced
to undergo a sterilization or abortion procedure regardless of whether
the individuals were traditionally or legally married. 15

This Note proceeds in three sections.16 First, this Note briefly ex-
amines the history and practices of China's coercive family planning
policy as well as Congress' passage of Section 601, a statutory effort to
provide asylum to victims of China's coercive family planning policy.17
Next, this Note discusses both federal executive agency determina-

9. Id. at 1314.
10. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 174 (1996).
11. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009-689 (codified as amended at 8

U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42) (2006)).
12. Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 § 601, 8

U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(B) (2006).
13. In re C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. 915, 919-20 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-,

24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008).
14. Compare Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999 (7th Cir. 2006) (deter-

mining traditionally married spouses whose marriages were not legal because of the
family planning policy's ban on underage marriage qualify as spouses for purposes of
Section 601 asylum protection), and Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 561 (9th
Cir. 2004) (holding Section 601 asylum protection applies to husbands whose marriages
would be legal but for China's family planning policy), with Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at
1318 (11th Cir. 2007) (limiting derivative Section 601 asylum protections to spouses in
legally recognized marriages).

15. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 15, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756); see In re J- S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520, 543 (B.I.A. 2008) (stating persons do not qualify
based on a spouse's forced sterilization).

16. See infra notes 22-393 and accompanying text.
17. See infra notes 22-46 and accompanying text.
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tions and federal case law which interprets Section 601.18 This Note
then argues that recent federal executive agency determinations and
federal court decisions have limited the class of individuals who can be
granted asylum protection under Section 601 in contravention of Con-
gress' intent.19 Finally, this Note concludes that Congress should
amend Section 601 to advance the Act's original intent of affording
asylum protection to traditionally married and legally married Chi-
nese couples that have been subjected to a forced abortion or steriliza-
tion for violating China's coercive family planning policy.20

II. BACKGROUND

A. HISTORY AND APPLICATION OF CHINA'S FAMILY PLANNING POLICY

TO INDIVIDUALS IN TRADITIONAL MARRIAGES

The People's Republic of China ("China") was founded in 1949 and
quickly adopted many of the economic and social policies of the former
Soviet Union, including the former Soviet Union's pronatalist popula-
tion policy that encouraged couples to have many children.2 1 Pursu-
ant to adopting a pronatalist population policy, the Chinese
government strictly controlled contraceptives, abortions, and steriliza-
tions. 2 2 By the late 1970s, the Chinese government sought to turn
China into a modern and powerful socialist society, mainly through
economic development. 23 Furthermore, the Chinese government be-
came concerned that China's near one billion person population would
impede its long term economic goals. 24

In 1973, the Chinese government adopted a family planning pol-
icy known as Wan-Xi-Shao. 25 Wan-Xi-Shao increased the minimum
marriage age in China and required Chinese couples to have fewer
children, thus successfully lowering the birth rate in China. 26 Specifi-
cally, the Chinese government projected that increasing the age of
marriage in China would lead to later child-bearing, thereby eliminat-
ing one generation of births per century.2 7

18. See infra notes 47-236 and accompanying text.
19. See infra notes 237-383 and accompanying text.
20. See infra notes 384-93 and accompanying text.
21. Xizhe Peng, Population Policy and Program in China: Challenge and Prospec-

tive, 35 TEX. INT'L L.J. 51, 52 (2000).
22. Id.
23. Elisabeth Croll, Introduction to CHINA'S ONE-CHILD FAMILY POLICY 1, 23 (Elisa-

beth Croll et al. eds., 1985).
24. Id. at 23-24.
25. Xizhe Peng, supra note 21, at 52.
26. Id. at 52-53.
27. Croll, supra note 23, at 20 (stating the Chinese government raised the legal age

of marriage to twenty-five years of age for women and twenty-seven years of age for
men in the urban areas, and twenty-three years of age for women and twenty-five years

2009]
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Culturally, the new legal age of marriage, twenty for women and
twenty-two for men, was higher than the normal age of marriage for
individuals in China. 28 With the increased legal age of marriage, ille-
gal underage marriages became a growing trend. 29 In 1988, the Chi-
nese State Family Planning Commission called for a ban on unlawful
marriages after finding that 6.1 million couples had married before
reaching the legal age of marriage in the course of a few years.30 The
Chinese State Family Planning Commission further determined that
many of these young, rural couples lived together after wedding in a
private ceremony despite not being able to legally register their mar-
riage with the Chinese government. 3 1 These traditional marriages
were common throughout China, accounting for about sixty to seventy
percent of marriages in some rural areas.32

The Chinese government considered children conceived by
couples in traditional marriages to be born out of wedlock and, there-
fore, unplanned.3 3 The Chinese government treated such unplanned
pregnancies as violations of its family planning policy. 34 Throughout
China, the government regulated violations of its family planning pol-
icy through a series of economic incentives, fines, and, in some in-
stances, coercion. 3 5  Among the Chinese government's utilized
coercive measures, the Chinese government forced violators of its fam-
ily planning policy to have an abortion or undergo a sterilization pro-
cedure.3 6 In such instances, the Chinese government has forcibly
aborted full-term pregnancies. 3 7 These coercive practices remained

of age for men in the rural areas); JOHN S. AIRD, SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS: COER-
CIVE BIRTH CONTROL IN CHINA 66 (AEI Press 1990) (stating the Chinese legal age of
marriage was lowered in 1981 to twenty-two years of age for men and twenty years of
age for women).

28. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4-5, Yi Qiang Yang v. Mukasey, 128 S. Ct.
2466 (2008) (No. 07-756); Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft, 381 F.3d 221, 223 n.1 (3d Cir.
2004).

29. AIRD, supra note 27, at 66; see also Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 5, Yi Qiang
Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756) (stating couples in China frequently marry at a
younger age due to cultural norms).

30. AIRD, supra note 27, at 66.
31. Id.
32. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
33. AIRD, supra note 27, at 66.
34. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 5, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756).
35. China: Human Rights Violations and Coercion in One Child Policy Enforce-

ment: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on International Relations, 108th Cong. 3, 4 (2004).
Representative Christopher Smith referred to the fine as draconian. Id. at 3.

36. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756);
China: Human Rights Violations, supra note 35, at 5. Representative Smith stated that
the Chinese government uses forced TIUD insertion, abortion, and sterilization to enforce
family planning policies. Id.

37. See China: Human Rights Violations, supra note 35, at 9 (stating that a woman
who was nine months pregnant was forced to have an abortion).
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common, with reports of forced abortions and sterilizations occurring
throughout the twenty-first century.38

B. CONGRESS PROVIDES ASYLUM RIGHTS TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS

PERSECUTED BY CHINA'S COERCIVE FAMILY PLANNING

POLICY

The United States Attorney General, or the Secretary of Home-
land Security, may grant an alien's asylum request if the alien is in
the United States and fits the statutory definition of a refugee. 39 In
order to be considered a refugee under the Immigration and National-
ity Act ("INA"), an alien must prove formal persecution or a well-
founded fear of persecution on account of the alien's nationality, race,
religion, political opinion, or membership in a certain social group.40

An immigration judge may review an alien's asylum application. 4 1

The alien applicant may appeal an immigration judge's decision to the
Board of Immigration Appeals.4 2

In 1989, the Board of Immigration Appeals determined that the
People's Republic of China's ("China") family planning policy, Wan-Xi-
Shao, did not constitute persecution under the INA.4 3 In response to
the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision, Congress passed legisla-
tion to provide asylum eligibility to Chinese nationals forced to un-
dergo a sterilization or abortion procedure. 44 However, President
George H.W. Bush vetoed this bill and stated that it was his belief
that executive action would provide more effective protection to Chi-
nese nationals forced to undergo a sterilization or abortion proce-
dure.45 Under the President's directive, United States Attorney
General Richard Thornburgh implemented a federal regulation that
provided refugee status to those asylum applicants who underwent a

38. See Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756) (stating that in 2007, local officials in one Chinese county began a wide-scale cam-
paign to enforce the family planning policy by utilizing forced sterilizations and abor-
tions); China: Human Rights Violations, supra note 35, at 8 (stating that in 2003, one
region of China cracked down on family planning policy violations by performing 271
abortions (including 108 late-term abortions), fitting 818 women IUDs, and sterilizing
1369 women).

39. 8 U.S.C. § 1158(b)(1)(A) (2006); see also BLAcK's LAW DICTIONARY 53 (8th ed.
2004) (defining an alien as "[a] person who resides within the borders of a country but is
not a citizen or subject of that country; a person not owing allegiance to a particular
nation").

40. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42) (2006).
41. 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b) (2006).
42. 8 C.F.R. § 1003.3 (2008).
43. In re Chang, 20 I. & N. Dec. 38, 43 (B.I.A. 1989).
44. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 6, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (2008) (No.

07-756).
45. Id. at 6-7 (citing MEMORANDUM OF DISAPPROVAL OF H.R. 2712, H.R. Doc. No.

101-132, at 2 (1990)).
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forced abortion or sterilization procedure pursuant to China's family
planning policy. 46

Soon after the aforementioned executive policy ended, Congress
enacted Section 601 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 199647 ("Section 601") that expanded the defini-
tion of refugee under the INA to include persons persecuted under a
coercive family planning policy. 48 In clarifying Congress' purpose in
implementing Section 601, the United States House of Representa-
tives Committee of the Judiciary ("Committee") stated Congress in-
tended to overturn earlier Board of Immigration Appeals' decisions
when Congress enacted Section 601.49 The Committee's statement
that Congress intended to overturn earlier Board of Immigration Ap-
peals decisions was important because the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals' decisions determined that refugee protection did not extend to
aliens forced to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure as part
of a coercive family planning policy. 50 The Committee further deter-
mined the Board of Immigration Appeals' decisions were unduly re-
strictive because the decisions effectively precluded granting refugee
protection to individuals who have been submitted to grotesque and
undeniable fundamental human rights violations. 5 1 Additionally, the
Committee stated that China's coercive family planning policy af-
fected women, men, and couples. 52 Furthermore, the sponsoring Con-
gressman of Section 601 stated that the intent of Section 601 was to

46. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 7, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756).
47. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(B).
48. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 8, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756);

see § 1101(a)(42)(B) ("For purposes of determinations under this Act, a person who has
been forced to abort a pregnancy or to undergo involuntary sterilization, or who has
been persecuted for failure or refusal to undergo such a procedure or for other resistance
to a coercive population control program, shall be deemed to have been persecuted on
account of political opinion, and a person who has a well founded fear that he or she will
be forced to undergo such a procedure or subject to persecution for such failure, refusal,
or resistance shall be deemed to have a well founded fear of persecution on account of
political opinion.").

49. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 173-74 (1996). The committee stated: "These provi-
sions will give the highest priority in the immigration system to the unification of the
nuclear family, and shift the emphasis from chain migration of extended families to
preservation of the nuclear family, which should be the cornerstone of our immigration
policy." Id. at 171.

50. Id. at 174.
51. Id.; China: Human Rights Violations, supra note 35, at 8. Representative

Christopher Smith stated, "China's family planning policies are not only state-sanc-
tioned crimes against humanity and highly unpopular; they are also unneeded and will
be remembered along with Mao Zedong's Cultural Revolution and Great Leap Forward
as some of the most ill-conceived and catastrophic in China's long and proud history."
Id.

52. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 174.
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provide asylum protection to all victims of forced sterilizations and
abortions, including spouses.5 3

A year after Congress passed Section 601, the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals' decision in In re C-Y-Z- 5 4 interpreted the statutory defi-
nition of a refugee to include not only the individual personally forced
to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure, but also that vic-
tim's spouse. 55 The Board of Immigration Appeals determined that in
cases where an alien's spouse had established past persecution based
on a forced abortion or sterilization, there was a regulatory presump-
tion that he had a reasonable fear of future persecution as well.56 As
such, the Board of Immigration Appeals concluded that an alien who
established both past persecution and reasonable fear of future perse-
cution based on his spouse's forced abortion or sterilization is a refu-
gee eligible for asylum protection. 5 7

In C-Y-Z-, the Chinese alien applying for asylum married his wife,
but failed to register his marriage with the Chinese government until
several years later.58 The alien applicant claimed he and his wife
were persecuted several times under China's family planning policy. 59

Specifically, the alien applicant testified that after the birth of the
couple's third child, his wife was forcibly sterilized.60 Approximately
eighteen months after his wife's sterilization procedure, the alien ap-
plicant left China.6 1

After leaving China, the alien applicant sought asylum in the
United States.6 2 In order to apply for asylum in the United States,

53. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 20, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756) (citing Brief for Jianzhong Shi as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents, In re J-S-,
24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008).

54. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520
(B.I.A. 2008).

55. In re C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. 915, 919-20 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-,
24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008) (citing Memorandum form the Office of the General
Counsel of the I.N.S. 4 (Oct. 21, 1996)).

56. C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. at 919-20.
57. Id. at 919.
58. Id. at 915, 920 n.1.
59. See id. at 915-16. The applicant claimed after the birth of the couple's first

child, the Chinese government forced the applicant's wife to acquire an intrauterine
device ("IUD"). Id. at 916. When the applicant protested, the Chinese government ap-
prehended and imprisoned him for a day. Id. After his wife's IUD was removed, the
couple conceived a second child; the government ordered his wife to abort the preg-
nancy, but she avoided the order by hiding with family. Id. The applicant complied with
a Government order to pay a fine for a violation of the family planning policy to avoid
the birth control cadres destroying his house. Id. The applicant's wife became pregnant
a third time and again hid from authorities. Id. After the applicant's third child was
born, the applicant's wife was forced to undergo a sterilization procedure. Id.

60. Id. at 916.
61. Id.
62. Id.
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the alien applicant submitted unauthenticated copies of his marriage
certificate, his children's birth certificates, a document showing the
Chinese government fined him after the birth of his second child, and
a certificate of his wife's sterilization to the immigration court. 63 The
immigration judge determined that the alien applicant's documents,
and the details of the alien applicant's story, were credible. 6 4 How-
ever, the immigration judge denied asylum to the alien applicant, de-
termining the alien applicant could not establish past persecution or a
rational fear of future persecution on his own merits. 6 5 The immigra-
tion judge determined that the alien applicant sought to ride on his
wife's misfortune in claiming asylum by alleging adverse actions to-
wards his wife, including mandated sterilization. 6 6

While the alien applicant's appeal to the Board of Immigration
Appeals was pending, Congress enacted Section 601 to amend the def-
inition of refugees to include politically persecuted individuals forced
to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure pursuant to a coer-
cive family planning policy. 67 Additionally, the Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service ("INS") took the position that the husband of a
woman forced to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure, pur-
suant to a coercive family planning policy, should be allowed to stand
in his wife's shoes and apply for asylum based on harms that more
intimately impacted the wife rather than the husband. 6s Therefore,
on appeal from the immigration court, the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals granted the alien applicant's request for asylum after determin-
ing the alien applicant had established past persecution and after
deciding there was a regulatory presumption that the alien applicant
had a reasonable fear of future persecution based on his wife's forced
sterilization.

6 9

63. Id.
64. Id. The immigration judge found that the factual accuracy of the applicant's

story irrelevant, stating:
[P]utting aside any questions about the actual facts in the case, whether he has
told the truth, whether he has lied, whether he has embellished or puffed the
story to make it seem more than it is, it appeared the Chinese government had
only put some roadblocks in this applicant and his wife's way in having their
family.

Id. (internal quotations omitted).

65. Id.
66. Id. The immigration judge further stated the applicant's wife "did not gain

anything from having the applicant abandon her and the children for the United
States." Id.

67. Id. at 917.
68. Id. at 917-18.
69. Id. at 919-20. But cf. Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 225 (finding the Board of

Immigration Appeals failed to assert a basis for its conclusion in C-Y-Z-).
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C. THE NINTH AND SEVENTH CIRCUITS DETERMINE C-Y-Z- ASYLUM
RIGHTS EXTEND TO SPOUSES IN "TRADITIONAL MARRIAGES"

In Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft,70 the United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit determined that the refugee protections provided
in Section 601 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Re-
sponsibility Act of 1996 ("Section 601") are afforded to husbands in
legally recognized marriages and also to husbands in underage, tradi-
tional marriages. 7 1 Particularly, the court in Kui Rong Ma stated that
it would contravene Section 601 to make asylum determinations de-
pendant upon an applicant's marital status under China's family
planning policy, including the ban on underage marriage. 7 2

In Kui Rong Ma, the alien asylum applicant, Kui Rong Ma ("Ma"),
wed his wife, Lei Chiu Ma ("Chiu"), in a traditional marriage cere-
mony.7 3 The couple was unable to legally register their marriage with
the Chinese government because Ma was nineteen-years-old and Chi-
nese law prohibited men under the age of twenty-two from mar-
rying.7 4 Two months later, Ma and Chiu conceived a child outside a
legally recognized marriage, thereby violating China's family plan-
ning policy. 75 After becoming pregnant, Chiu hid from Chinese birth
control officials at a relative's home because she knew women who be-
came pregnant outside of a legal marriage could be forced by the Chi-
nese government to undergo an abortion procedure.7 6 However,
Chinese birth control officials became aware of Chiu's illegal preg-
nancy and went to Ma's home to demand he reveal Chiu's location. 77

When Ma refused to reveal Chiu's location to the Chinese birth control
officials, the officials beat Ma and arrested Ma's father. 78 Learning of
her father-in-law's detention, Chiu turned herself into the Chinese
Family Planning Office where she was forced to undergo an abortion
procedure. 79 Additionally, Ma and Chiu were fined for their underage

70. 361 F.3d 553 (9th Cir. 2004).
71. Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 561 (9th Cir. 2004).
72. Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561.
73. Id. at 555, 557.
74. Id. at 555.
75. Id.

76. Id.
77. Id. The Ninth Circuit stated Kui Rong Ma attempted to register his marriage

with local authorities, but officials refused to register the marriage because Kui Rong
Ma was not of legal age. Id. However, this attempt served to notify authorities of
Chiu's pregnancy. Id.

78. Id.
79. Id. at 556.
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marriage and pregnancy.8 0 Several months after Chiu's forced abor-
tion, Ma left China for the United States.8

However, U.S. immigration authorities detained Ma in Guam and
the Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS") began removal
proceedings to deport Ma back to China.8 2 In response to the INS re-
moval proceeding, Ma sought asylum under Section 601.83 Ma alleged
that the Chinese government persecuted him by not allowing him to
legally marry Chiu and by forcing Chiu to abort their child.8 4 Ma cor-
roborated his allegations of persecution by providing documentation,
including a certificate of proof that Chiu had been forced to have an
abortion and a receipt showing he paid a monetary fine for an early
marriage and pregnancy.8 5 The immigration judge determined that
Ma's story was credible and also determined that Chiu and Ma's tradi-
tional marriage qualified Ma as Chiu's spouse, thereby allowing Ma to
claim asylum based upon on Chiu's forced abortion under Section
601.86 The INS appealed the decision and argued that only individu-
als in legally recognized marriages should be considered spouses when
seeking asylum under Section 601.87

On appeal, the Board of Immigration Appeals revoked Ma's asy-
lum status and determined that only individuals in legally recognized
marriages could establish persecution under Section 601 based on
their spouse's forced abortion.8 8 Subsequent to the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals' decision, Ma filed a motion with the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals to reconsider its decision.8 9 As part of his motion, Ma
provided a certificate establishing that the Chinese government now
recognized Ma and Chiu as having a de facto marriage and an official
report establishing that the restrictions on underage marriage were
part of the Chinese government's family planning policy. 90 However,
the Board of Immigration Appeals denied Ma's motion to reconsider

80. Id.
81. See id. at 555, 556 (stating the forced abortion occurred in October 1998 and

Kui Rong Ma left in March 1999).
82. Id. at 556.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id. The immigration judge reached this conclusion based on prior Board of Im-

migration Appeals decisions and the language of Section 601. Id.
87. Id. at 557.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. See id. (explaining the Chinese Communist Party generated the report sup-

plied by Kui Rong Ma); see also BLACes LAw DICTIONARY 993 (8th ed. 2004) (defining a
de facto marriage as, "A marriage that, despite the parties' living as husband and wife,
is defective for some reason").
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when it declined to extend the protections set out in In re C-Y-Z- 9 1 to
partners who are not in a legally recognized marriage. 9 2

Ma appealed the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision to the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.9 3 The Ninth
Circuit determined the Board of Immigration Appeals' refusal to grant
asylum to Ma contravened Section 601 and led to absurd results be-
cause its decision made Ma's application dependent upon his marital
status under China's family planning policy. 94 The Ninth Circuit de-
termined that the Chinese government's ban on underage marriage
and early illegal pregnancies were an integral part of the Chinese gov-
ernment's coercive family planning policy.9 5 The Ninth Circuit fur-
ther determined that it was Ma's violation of the family planning
policy's ban on underage marriage that led to his wife's forced abor-
tion.9 6 As such, the Ninth Circuit stated that the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals' decision contravened Section 601's purpose and intent,
namely the protection of couples persecuted under a coercive family
planning policy who were forced into an abortion.97 The Ninth Circuit
determined that because China's ban on underage marriage was inex-
tricably linked to China's family planning policy, the Board of Immi-
gration Appeals' decision contravened Section 601 in that it excluded,
from asylum protection, an individual who marries before reaching
the family planning policy's age requirements.9" Furthermore, the
Ninth Circuit determined the Board of Immigration Appeals' interpre-
tation of Section 601 failed to coincide with general immigration law
policy, as the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision would break up
families by providing asylum to wives but not to husbands. 99

In Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 100 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Seventh Circuit followed the Ninth Circuit by deciding
traditionally married alien asylum applicants qualified as refugees
under Section 601 if their spouses were forced to have an abortion or
undergo a sterilization procedure. 1 1 In Junshao Zhang, a Chinese

91. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520
(B.I.A. 2008).

92. Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 557.
93. Id. at 557, 559, 561.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 559, 560.
96. Id.
97. Id. ("The evident purpose... is to fulfill Congress's goal in passing the amend-

ment to provide relief for 'couples' persecuted on account of an 'unauthorized' pregnancy
and to keep families together.").

98. Id. at 560.
99. See id. at 561 (finding the general goal of immigration policy is to keep families

together and the Board of Immigration Appeals' holding was contrary to that goal).
100. 434 F.3d 993 (7th Cir. 2006).
101. Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999 (7th Cir 2006).
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national named Junshao Zhang ("Zhang") traveled to the United
States where he was immediately placed in exclusion proceedings. 0 2

The U.S. government claimed Zhang was in violation of several sec-
tions of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA"). 10 3 Specifically,
U.S. officials alleged that Zhang had attempted to use a fraudulent
passport to enter the United States and that he lacked valid travel
documents. 10 4 However, Zhang sought asylum under Section 601, cit-
ing his opposition to China's coercive family planning policy as well as
his victimization under that policy. 10 5 At Zhang's immigration hear-
ing, the immigration judge focused on Zhang's asylum request. 10 6 The
immigration judge determined that Zhang and his wife had entered
into a traditional marriage, but could not legally register their union
with Chinese authorities because they were not of legal age to marry
under Chinese law. 10 7 Furthermore, the immigration judge deter-
mined that Chinese authorities had detained Zhang's wife and forced
her to have an abortion due to her age. '0 8 Additionally, the immigra-
tion judge stated that the same Chinese authorities who forced
Zhang's wife to have an abortion also ordered Zhang to pay a fine for
the couple's underage pregnancy. 10 9 However, despite these determi-
nations, the immigration judge denied Zhang's asylum request. 110 In
reaching this determination, the immigration judge relied on an ear-
lier Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in which the Board of Im-
migration Appeals determined that China's family planning policy did
not establish persecution under the INA."'

However, the Board of Immigration Appeals allowed Zhang to re-
open his case after Congress enacted Section 601, which specifically
amended the definition of refugee to allow asylum to persons perse-

102. See Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 994 (stating Junshao Zhang's exclusion pro-
ceedings would determine if he would be precluded from entry into the United States).

103. Id.
104. Id. The Seventh Circuit stated that a lack of proper travel documents violated

the Immigration and Nationality Act §§ 212(a)(7)(A)(i)(I), 212(a)(7)(B)(i)(I), and
212(a)(7)(B)(i)(II). The court further stated presenting a fraudulent passport to gain
entry to the United States was a violation of the Immigration and Nationality Act
§ 212(a)(6)(C)(I). Id.

105. Id. at 994-95.
106. Id. at 995.
107. See id. (relying on the immigration judge's determination that the legal age of

marriage in China was 22 years old for males and 20 years old for females).
108. Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 995.
109. See id. (finding Junshao Zhang was fined for his violation of the family plan-

ning policies, specifically his wife's illegal pregnancy).
110. Id.
111. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(A); see Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 995 (relying on In re

Chang, 20 I. & N. Dec. 38 (B.I.A. 1989) and reasoning China's family planning policy
does not create a fear of persecution by itself).
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cuted pursuant to coercive family planning policies. 112 After reopen-
ing Zhang's case, the Board of Immigration Appeals remanded
Zhang's case to an immigration judge to consider his claim under the
newly enacted Section 601.113 Contrary to the factual findings in
Zhang's first hearing, the immigration judge stated that Zhang could
not prove he had been married or that his wife had been forced to
undergo an abortion procedure. 1 1 4 Additionally, the immigration
judge determined even if a marriage ceremony had taken place be-
tween Zhang and his wife, Zhang had failed to prove the ceremony
was a marriage under Chinese law.115

After Zhang appealed the second immigration judge's determina-
tion; the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit deter-
mined that the immigration judge erred in not giving deference to the
factual findings in Zhang's first trial. 116 Furthermore, the Seventh
Circuit determined that the second immigration judge erred in assum-
ing a marriage ceremony took place, though still determining that
Zhang failed to prove his marriage was legal under Chinese law.1 17 In
so determining, the Seventh Circuit stated that Zhang's asylum claim
was based on China's family planning policy, a portion of which pro-
vides a minimum age to lawfully wed and to have children. 1 18 The
Seventh Circuit also stated that Zhang's wife was forced to have an
abortion solely because she and Zhang married before reaching the
minimum age requirements for marriage. 1 19 Additionally, the Sev-
enth Circuit determined that the age requirements, which made
Zhang's marriage illegal, were part of China's coercive family plan-
ning policy. 120 Therefore, the Seventh Circuit determined the immi-
gration judge's denial of Zhang's asylum request created a Catch-22 by
subverting Congress' purpose in enacting Section 601, which was to
provide asylum to families persecuted under China's coercive family
planning policy through forced sterilizations and abortions.12 1 Thus,
the Seventh Circuit determined that if a traditional marriage cere-

112. See Jungshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 995-96 ("The Board... recognized the Con-
gressional desire to provide relief to individuals suffering persecution because of
China's coercive population control policies.").

113. Id. at 996.
114. Id.
115. Id.
116. See id. at 997 (finding that a successor judge should not reexamine an earlier

judge's rulings on law or fact).
117. Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 995, 999.
120. See id. at 999 (stating minimum age requirements for marriage are part of

China's family planning policy; Junshao Zhang' s marriage was illegal because he did
not meet the minimum age requirements for marriage).

121. Id. at 999.
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mony took place between two individuals, but the Chinese govern-
ment did not recognize the marriage due to minimum age
requirements, the individuals qualify as spouses for asylum purposes
under Section 601.122

The Seventh Circuit concluded that pursuant to the Board of Im-
migration Appeals' decision in C-Y-Z-, Zhang had established past
persecution based on his wife's forced abortion. 12 3 Relying on the
Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in C-Y-Z-, the Seventh Circuit
decided there was a regulatory presumption that Zhang had a reason-
able fear of future persecution based on his wife's forced abortion.124

The Seventh Circuit stated that the presumption that Zhang had a
reasonable fear of future persecution was not diminished by the fact
that Zhang's wife had remarried, stating that Zhang was personally
persecuted under the family planning policy because he was denied
the opportunity to have the family he desired. 12 5 As such, the Sev-
enth Circuit concluded that Zhang was eligible for asylum under Sec-
tion 601.126

D. THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT CREATES A SPLIT IN THE CIRCUITS BY

RELYING ON THE THIRD CIRCUIT AND THE BOARD OF IMMIGRATION

APPEALS' RULING, DETERMINING C-Y-Z- ASYLUM RIGHTS Do NOT

EXTEND TO "TRADITIONALLY MARRIED" SPOUSES

In Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft, 127 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Third Circuit refused to extend In re C-Y-Z- 128 per se
asylum protection to couples who were neither legally nor tradition-
ally married. 129 In Cai Luan Chen, the asylum applicant, Cai Luan
Chen ("Chen"), and his fianc6e, Chen Gui, had lived together for more
than a year when Chen Gui became pregnant. 130 Upon learning of
Chen Gui's pregnancy, the couple applied for a Chinese marriage li-
cense. 13 1 However, Chinese authorities denied the couple's marriage

122. Id. (citing Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 558-61).
123. See id. at 1001, 1002 (stating China's family planning policy personally victim-

ized Junshao Zhang, forcing Junshao Zhang continued suffering under the coercive fam-
ily planning policy).

124. Id.
125. Id. The Seventh Circuit stated, "Again, the pain, psychological trauma, and

shame are combined with the irremediable and ongoing suffering of being permanently
denied the existence of a son or daughter." Id. at 1002.

126. Id. at 1002.
127. 381 F.3d 221 (3d Cir. 2004).
128. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520

(B.I.A. 2008).
129. Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft, 381 F.3d 221, 235 (3d Cir. 2004).
130. See Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 223 (explaining Cai Luan Chen and Chen Gui

began living together in July 1994 and Chen Gui became pregnant in September 1995).
131. Id.
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application because neither individual was of the legal age of mar-
riage. 132 Additionally, the Chinese government soon learned of Chen
Gui's pregnancy and ordered her to have an abortion. 13 3 The couple
delayed cooperating with the Chinese government's order, eventually
causing Chinese officials to hit Chen with sticks and to threaten him
with arrest.1 3 4 After being physically abused, Chen went into hiding
and eventually left China for the United States. 13 5 Two months after
his arrival in the United States, Chen's family informed Chen that the
Chinese government had ultimately forced Chen Gui to abort their
child.136

After the Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS") began
removal proceedings against Chen, Chen sought asylum based on the
Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in C-Y-Z-.1 3 7 The immigra-
tion judge stated that while Chen and Chen Gui were never legally or
traditionally married, Chen fell within the asylum protection of C-Y-
Z- by analogy. 138 On appeal, the Board of Immigration Appeals re-
versed the immigration judge's determination, stating that C-Y-Z-
asylum protection did not extend to unmarried partners and that
Chen could not establish past persecution based on his own exper-
iences. 13 9 Chen appealed the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision
to the Third Circuit. 140

The Third Circuit determined the Board of Immigration Appeals'
interpretation of Section 601 ("Section 601") of the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996141 should be given
deference because Section 601 did not unambiguously provide asylum
protection to unmarried partners; therefore the Third Circuit deter-
mined the Board of Immigration Appeals' interpretation was not arbi-
trary. 14 2 In examining Chen's argument, the Third Circuit discussed

132. See id. (stating Cai Luan Chen and Chen Gui were under the legal age of mar-
riage 23 for women and 25 for men).

133. Id.
134. Id.
135. See id. (stating Cai Luan Chen arrived in the United States in April 1996).
136. See id. (stating Chen Gui was subjected to an abortion during her eighth month

of pregnancy).
137. Id.
138. Id. The immigration further stated that Chen's case fell under C-Y-Z- not only

by analogy, but also by the letter. Id.
139. Id.
140. Id.
141. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(B).
142. Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 228, 229. The Third Circuit applied the two step

analysis of Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984). Id. at 224. The
Third Circuit stated that Chevron analysis applies when Congress has delegated power
to an agency to make rules to carry out the law and the agency made a rule under this
authority. Id. at 223-24. Under this analysis, the court must first determine whether
Congress has clearly addressed the issue in question, and if so, both the court and
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the legislative history of Section 601 and the Board of Immigration
Appeals' interpretation of the statute in C-Y-Z-. 14 3 In so examining,
the Third Circuit stated the Board of Immigration Appeals failed to
state a basis for its decision in C-Y-Z-. 14 4 However, the Third Circuit
stated that the Board of Immigration Appeals possibly extended Sec-
tion 601 asylum protection to the spouses of individuals forced to have
an abortion or sterilization either based on the sympathetic harm the
husband would suffer or based upon the belief that such a procedure
would affect the husband's ability to reproduce. 14 5

Based on the aforementioned possible rationales for the Board of
Immigration Appeals' conclusion in C-Y-Z-, the Third Circuit deter-
mined that it was reasonable to limit C-Y-Z- asylum protection to
spouses. 146 The Third Circuit determined that limiting Section 601
asylum protection to married partners allowed courts to make several
practical presumptions about the asylum applicant's level of injury. 147

The Third Circuit stated that these presumptions included whether
the applicant suffered emotional injury for his wife's sterilization or
abortion, whether the forced abortion or sterilization had an impact on
the applicant's reproductive rights, and whether the applicant was
truly the father of the aborted child. 148 Furthermore, the Third Cir-
cuit stated that marital status is used throughout the laws of the
United States, including the area of immigration. 14 9 As such, the
Third Circuit stated that it was not arbitrary to limit per se asylum
protection to married partners. 150

The Third Circuit rejected Chen's argument that he would have
married Chen Gui but for China's minimum age requirements for
marriage. 15 1 The Third Circuit determined age restrictions on mar-
riage were common throughout the world and reasonable, and there-
fore not persecutory, even though such restrictions affect the

agency interpretation must give effect to Congress's express intent. Id. at 223-24. The
Third Circuit stated, "However, whenever Congress has explicitly left a gap for the
agency to fill, a court must proceed to step two, and the agency's [interpretation] is
given controlling weight unless [it is] arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the
statute." Id. at 224 (internal quotations omitted).

143. See generally id. at 224, 225 (discussing Section 601's legislative history).
144. Id. at 225, 226.
145. Id.
146. Id. at 227, 229.
147. See id. at 228-29 (considering the greater impact a forced sterilization or abor-

tion would have on spouses versus unmarried couples, and the likelihood of false claims
of intimate relationships with victims of forced abortions or sterilizations).

148. Id. at 227, 228.
149. Id. at 227, 227 n.6.
150. See id. at 229 (determining that the Board of Immigration Appeals satisfied

step two of the Chevron test, specifically reasoning that limiting Section 601 per se asy-
lum protections to spouses was not arbitrary).

151. Id. at 229-30.
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fundamental right of marriage as recognized by U.S. law.1 52 The
Third Circuit recognized its decision could appear contrary to the
Ninth Circuit's decision in Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft,153 but stated the
cases were distinguished by the fact Chen had never formalized his
relationship with Chen Gui and considered himself to be single rather
than married.1 5 4 Examining the Congressional intent and language
of Section 601, the Third Circuit rejected the decision in Kui Rong Ma
to the extent that it suggested Section 601 provided asylum protection
to any victim of China's family planning policy. 15 5 Therefore, the
Third Circuit upheld the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision not
to extend C-Y-Z- asylum protection to couples who were neither le-
gally nor traditionally married. 156

Similar to the Third Circuit's decision in Cai Luan Chen, in In re
S-L-L-,1 57 the Board of Immigration Appeals refused to extend its de-
cision in C-Y-Z- when it held that aliens who were not legally married
did not automatically qualify as refugees based on their partner's
forced abortion or sterilization. 158 In S-L-L-, the alien applicant, a
Chinese national, argued that he should be granted asylum in the
United States under Section 601 because the Chinese government
forced his girlfriend to abort his child.15 9 The immigration judge
opined that the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in C-Y-Z-,
which allowed an alien to establish past persecution based on a
spouse's forced abortion or sterilization, was limited to spouses. 160

Because the alien applicant in S-L-L- wanted to establish past perse-
cution based upon his girlfriend's forced abortion, rather than his
spouse's, the immigration judge denied the alien applicant's Section
601 asylum request. 1 6 1 On appeal, the Board of Immigration Appeals
affirmed the immigration judge's decision without issuing an opin-
ion. 162 As such, the alien applicant appealed his case to the United

152. Id. at 230.
153. 361 F.3d 553 (9th Cir. 2004).
154. Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 231-32 ("Because [Kui Rong] Ma's express holding

applies only to putative husbands and not unmarried partners, it is inapposite here.").
155. Id. at 232.
156. See id. at 231-32, 235 (determining that an individual must at least qualify as a

putative husband to be eligible for asylum under Section 601).
157. 24 I. & N. Dec. 1, 4 (B.I.A. 2006).
158. See In re S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 1, 4, (B.I.A. 2006), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I.

& N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008) (limiting Section 601 protection to legally married couples).
159. S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 2.
160. Id.; see In re C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. 915, 919-20 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re

J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008) (failing to specify if traditional or merely legal
spouses were allowed to establish past persecution based on a spouse's forced abortion
or sterilization).

161. S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 2.
162. Id.
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States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.163 The Second Circuit
remanded the case to the Board of Immigration Appeals to clarify
whether, why, and when fianc6s and boyfriends may or may not qual-
ify as refugees eligible for asylum under Section 601 and the Board of
Immigration Appeals' decision in C-Y-Z-. 164

The Board of Immigration Appeals stated that while Section 601
did not expressly grant asylum protection to spouses, it was Congress'
intent to extend refugee protection to both spouses when one has been
forced to have an abortion or sterilization because such persecution
affected the married couple as an entity. 16 5 The Board of Immigration
Appeals also stated that a forced abortion not only assaulted a wo-
man's body, but also a married couple's ability to make decisions re-
garding family and children.166 The Board of Immigration Appeals
then stated that the Chinese government considered married couples
jointly responsible for family planning and the reproductive rights of a
married couple as being bound together. 16 7 Furthermore, the Board
of Immigration Appeals determined a forced abortion causes an indi-
vidual to suffer sympathetic harm as a result of a spouse's mistreat-
ment and a violation of the couple's joint reproductive rights. 68

Therefore, the Board of Immigration Appeals upheld its decision in C-
Y-Z- and determined that aliens could establish past persecution
based on their spouse's forced abortion or sterilization. 169

However, the Board of Immigration Appeals declined to extend C-
Y-Z- protection to individuals who were not legally married. 170 The
Board of Immigration Appeals determined that marriage was the
linchpin of the C-Y-Z- decision because the level of commitment in
marriage placed married fathers in a different position from that of
their unmarried counterparts. 171 Additionally, the Board of Immigra-
tion Appeals decided that a husband had more responsibility in deter-
mining whether to have a child with his wife than a boyfriend or
fianc6 has with his partner. 172 The Board of Immigration Appeals
stated that, under Section 601, marriage was a practical and manage-
able way of determining whether the alien was the aborted child's fa-
ther and whether the Chinese government considered the alien

163. Id.
164. Id. at 1-2.
165. Id. at 5, 6.
166. Id. at 6.
167. See id. at 6-7 (finding that the Chinese government required couples to submit

to an abortion, threatening couples with fines, property damage, and job loss).
168. S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 7-8.
169. Id. at 8.
170. Id. at 8 (refusing to extend C-Y-Z- protection to fiancds and boyfriends).
171. Id. at 8-9.
172. Id. at 9.
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responsible, as the father, for an unplanned pregnancy. 17 3 The Board
of Immigration Appeals rejected the alien applicant's argument that
he would have married his girlfriend but for the government's mini-
mum age requirement and instead determined that there were ra-
tional reasons for limiting C-Y-Z- protection to married couples. 1 74

Thus, the Board of Immigration Appeals concluded that the alien ap-
plicant could not establish past persecution under Section 601 based
on his individual resistance or on his personal persecution due to his
girlfriend's forced abortion under China's coercive family planning
policy.175

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit ex-
tended the Third Circuit's decision in Cai Luan Chen and the Board of
Immigration Appeals' decision in S-L-L- when it determined that alien
asylum applicants in illegal marriages, otherwise known as tradi-
tional marriages, did not qualify as refugees under Section 601 merely
based upon their spouse's forced abortion or sterilization. 1 76 In Yi Qi-
ang Yang v. United States Attorney General,1 77 Yi Qiang Yang
("Yang"), a Chinese citizen, illegally entered the United States and
was detained by immigration officials at the airport. 178 After authori-
ties sought to remove Yang from the United States for trying to enter
the country without valid travel documents, Yang applied for asylum
under Section 601.179 At Yang's asylum hearing, he claimed that he
and Jiang Hui Ling ("Ling") had been married in a traditional cere-
mony, but that their union was not legally recognized by China's gov-
ernment because both spouses were younger than China's legal age of
marriage. 8 0 Yang stated that shortly after his traditional marriage
to Ling, the couple violated China's family planning policy by conceiv-
ing a child outside of a legally recognized marriage. 18 1 As a result, the
Chinese government forced Ling to have an abortion. 18 2 Yang testi-
fied that when he tried to free Ling from the hospital, several Chinese

173. Id. at 9-10.
174. Id. at 12 (citing Cai Luan Chen, 376 F.3d at 232).
175. S-L-L-, 24 I & N. Dec. at 12.
176. Compare Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1317 (11th

Cir. 2007) (stating illegally married spouses do not receive per se qualify for Section 601
refugee status), with Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcrof, 381 F.3d 221, 232 (3d Cir. 2004) (stat-
ing it was reasonable to limit C-Y-Z- protection to spouses), and S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec.
at 11 (stating Section 601 asylum protections do not extend to the boyfriends and fi-
anc~s of individuals submitted to a forced abortion or sterilization).

177. 494 F.3d 1311 (11th Cir. 2007).
178. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1313.
179. Id.
180. Id.
181. See id. (stating that because Yi Qiang Yang's marriage was illegal, Ling's preg-

nancy would be aborted).
182. Id.
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government officials beat him. 18 3 Yang further testified that he was
eventually able to escape and left China.18 4 In support of this testi-
mony, Yang submitted several documents to the court including a re-
ceipt for two wedding rings, a note from his uncle stating that the
uncle attended the couple's wedding, and a note from the hospital
stating Ling had an abortion. 185

The immigration judge presented with Yang's case ultimately de-
nied Yang's asylum request, determining Yang had not established
past persecution or reasonable fear of future persecution under Sec-
tion 601.186 The immigration judge recognized that an alien whose
wife was forced to undergo an abortion could prove past persecution
based on political opinion as a refugee under C-Y-Z- and Section 601,
but determined that Yang could not prove he had been traditionally
married to Ling or that his marriage to Ling was legally recognized in
China.18 7 Therefore, the immigration judge denied Yang's asylum re-
quest based upon the determinations that: (i) Yang could not establish
that he was personally persecuted and (ii) Yang could not claim perse-
cution based on Ling's forced abortion under C-Y-Z- because such pro-
tection only extended to individuals in legally recognized
marriages.18 8 Yang appealed the immigration judge's decision to the
Board of Immigration Appeals which dismissed Yang's appeal by stat-
ing that underage couples are not legally married under Chinese law
and only individuals in legal marriages were spouses under the ratio-
nale of C-Y-Z-. 189

Yang then appealed the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision
to the Eleventh Circuit, claiming that the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals interpreted Section 601 unreasonably by deciding that Ling and
Yang's marriage did not constitute a spousal relationship. 190 The
Eleventh Circuit disagreed, determining the Board of Immigration
Appeals' decision in S-L-L- reasonably interpreted the refugee statute
by denying protection to the unmarried fathers of aborted children. 19 1

The Eleventh Circuit stated that legal marriage reflected a commit-
ment other relationships did not.19 2 The Eleventh Circuit then deter-

183. Id.
184. Id. Prior to Yang's departure, family planning officials sent Yang a subpoena,

ordering him to report to a local security office. Id.
185. Id.
186. Id. at 1314.
187. Id.
188. See id. at 1314-15 (determining C-Y-Z-'s protection applied only legally married

couples).
189. Id. at 1315.
190. Id.
191. Id. at 1317.
192. See id. (stating marriage reflects a long term commitment and sanctity, which

other intimate relationships do not).
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mined courts should only extend refugee protection under Section 601
to legally married husbands, as legally married husbands have a more
important role in deciding, along with their wives, whether to conceive
a child despite government and societal pressures. 19 3 The Eleventh
Circuit stated its interpretation was reasonable under federal immi-
gration law because the presumptions and benefits based on legal
marriage were prevalent throughout the Immigration and Nationality
Act ("INA") and were therefore not arbitrary. 19 4 The court deter-
mined that the presence of a legal marriage allowed courts to make
practical presumptions, including the paternity of the child and im-
pairment of both spouses' reproductive opportunities, based on one
spouse's forced abortion or sterilization. 195 The Eleventh Circuit rec-
ognized its decision differed from two circuits in that the Eleventh Cir-
cuit's decision determined that individuals in traditional marriages
should not be considered spouses under C-Y-Z-, but determined that
the other two circuit decisions had little persuasive value considering
S-L-L-.196

E. FEDERAL IMMIGRATION LAW REMAINS UNCLEAR: THE UNITED

STATES SUPREME COURT DENIES CERTIORARI TO YI QLANG YANG

AND THE UNITED STATES ATrORNEY GENERAL DENIES DERIVATIVE

SECTION 601 ASYLUM PROTECTION TO ALL SPOUSES

After the Eleventh Circuit denied Yang's asylum appeal in Yi Qi-
ang Yang v. United States Attorney General,197 Yi Qiang Yang
("Yang") petitioned the Supreme Court to review the Eleventh Cir-
cuit's decision that per se asylum rights afforded to aliens whose
spouses were forced to have an abortion or sterilization as part of a
coercive family planning policy under Section 601 ("Section 601") of
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996198 and In re C-Y-Z- 199 did not extend to spouses in traditional
marriages. 20 0 In support of his petition, Yang argued that the Elev-
enth Circuit's decision directly conflicted with decisions from the
Ninth and Seventh Circuits and that treating traditionally married
spouses differently than legally married spouses was an important is-
sue because courts should treat the issue uniformly across the cir-

193. Id.
194. Id. (citing S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 9).
195. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317 (citing S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 9).
196. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1318 (distinguishing Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at

558-61 and Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999).
197. 494 F.3d 1311 (11th Cir. 2007).
198. 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(B) (2006).
199. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997).
200. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 2, 3, 11, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (2008)

(No. 07-756).
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cuits. 2 0 1 Furthermore, Yang argued that without uniformity in the
application of federal immigration law, the fate of traditionally mar-
ried spouses' asylum claims turned on which circuit heard the case. 20 2

Yang argued uniform application of Section 601 was especially neces-
sary in light of a Second Circuit decision that denied per se asylum
protection under Section 601 to all spouses.2 03 Furthermore, Yang ar-
gued that the resolution of this issue would greatly aid courts because
nearly 9000 Chinese nationals sought asylum in the United States in
2006, many with claims related to the coercive family planning
policy.

20 4

Specifically, Yang argued that the Eleventh Circuit erred in de-
ciding traditionally married spouses were not per se eligible for asy-
lum because both types of spouses were victimized under China's
family planning policy in precisely the same way.20 5 Yang argued
that legally married spouses are generally granted protection under
Section 601, and that the Eleventh Circuit erred in not providing this
protection to spouses in traditional marriages. 20 6 Furthermore, Yang
argued that traditionally married couples were largely treated as hus-
band and wife throughout Chinese society and stated that culturally,
functionally, and socially, legally sanctioned marriages and tradi-
tional marriages were indistinguishable.20 7 As such, Yang stated that
traditionally married spouses suffered the same level of harm as le-
gally married spouses when their spouse was forced to have an abor-
tion or sterilization.20 8 Therefore, Yang argued that it is arbitrary to
differentiate between traditionally married spouses and legally mar-
ried spouses when determining asylum rights under Section 601.209

Yang next challenged the Eleventh Circuit's decision as contra-
vening the congressional intent behind Section 601.210 Yang argued
that Congress specifically intended Section 601 to protect both
spouses when one spouse is forced to undergo a forced sterilization or

201. Id. at 11-12. This circuit court split is likely to create appeals regarding
spousal asylum for traditionally married couples. Id. at 18.

202. Id. at 17 (stating the circuit court split creates a perverse incentive for asylum
applicants to select favorable venues).

203. Id. at 15.
204. Id. at 18-19. In 2006, more than 4000 Chinese asylum applicants appealed Im-

migration Judge decisions. Id. at 24.

205. Id. at 19.
206. Id. at 24.
207. Id. at 24, 25. "These marriages entail an emotional bond and commitment fully

equivalent to that of marriages registered with civil authorities." Id. at 24.
208. Id. at 25-26.
209. Id. at 26.
210. Id.
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forced abortion.2 1 1 Yang stated that because the strict age restric-
tions on marriage were part of the Chinese family planning policy,
Congress' purpose in enacting Section 601 would be defeated by deny-
ing asylum to spouses who cannot register their marriage in China
because they do not satisfy the minimum age requirements China im-
poses on marriage. 2 12 Additionally, Yang argued that the Supreme
Court should grant certiorari to his case because the circuit split was
likely to persist. 2 13 Specifically, Yang argued that the Seventh and
Ninth Circuits had independently analyzed the language and purpose
of Section 601 when those Circuits rejected contrary Board of Immi-
gration Appeals' decisions by extending asylum eligibility to underage,
traditionally married spouses.2 14 However, the United States Su-
preme Court denied certiorari to Yang's appeal in May 2008.215

Also in May 2008, in In re J-S-,
2 1 6 the United States Attorney

General ("Attorney General") overruled earlier Board of Immigration
Appeals decisions C-Y-Z- and In re S-L-L-,217 determining that refu-
gee protection under Section 601 was not automatically afforded to
traditionally married or legally married spouses of individuals sub-
jected to a forced sterilization or abortion.2 18 In J-S-, the alien appli-
cant, a Chinese national, argued he should be allowed asylum in the
United States pursuant to Section 601 because the Chinese govern-
ment had forced his wife to be fitted with an intrauterine device
("IUD") that prevented the couple from having another child.2 19 The
immigration judge denied the applicant's Section 601 asylum request,
determining that the forcible insertion of an IUD was not equivalent
to an abortion or sterilization. 220 The Board of Immigration Appeals
affirmed this decision without issuing an opinion. 22 1

211. Id. at 19. "[T]he provision utilizes the gender-neutral word 'person,' indicating
that the provision could apply to either member of a couple." Id. at 19. "Congress con-
firmed that interpretation of the statute in the debate surrounding its enactment, which
is replete with references to 'couples' and 'men and women' affected by China's coercive
population control policies." Id. at 20. "[Ilt is absolutely clear that Congress meant to
endorse the policy of the George H.W. Bush administration on this point, which explic-
itly granted such protection to both spouses victimized by coercive population control
policies." Id. at 21.

212. Id. at 26.
213. Id. at 28, 29.
214. Id.
215. Yi Qiang Yang v. Mukasey, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (2008).
216. 24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008).
217. 24 I. & N. Dec. 1, 4, (B.I.A. 2006).
218. See J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 520 (noting the Attorney General did not specifi-

cally delineate between traditionally married or legally married spouses, but instead
determined all spouses were precluded from derivative Section 601 asylum protections).

219. J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 524.
220. Id. at 525.
221. Id.
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As such, the alien applicant appealed his case to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.22 2 However, prior to
the Third Circuit issuing an opinion in the alien applicant's case, the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit determined that
Section 601 did not afford per se asylum eligibility to spouses of indi-
viduals forced to undergo a sterilization or abortion.2 23 Recognizing
the Second Circuit's decision created a split in the circuits as to the
proper interpretation of Section 601, the Attorney General sought to
review the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in the alien appli-
cant's asylum case. 22 4 As such, the Third Circuit dismissed the appli-
cant's appeal. 22 5

While recognizing C-Y-Z- and S-L-L- were long standing prece-
dent that Congress and the courts had relied upon, the Attorney Gen-
eral stated that there was good reasoning for overturning C-Y-Z- and
S-L-L- because those decisions failed to coincide with Section 601's
text, history, and purpose. 226 In analyzing the text of Section 601, the
Attorney General stated that the natural and ordinary meaning of
Section 601's language only granted asylum to individuals personally
forced to submit to abortion or sterilization.2 2 7 The Attorney General
also stated that his determination that Section 601 asylum protections
did not automatically extend to spouses coincided with other provi-
sions of the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA"). 2 2s On this
point, the Attorney General elaborated that it was difficult to reconcile
derivative Section 601 asylum protection for spouses when the INA's
general requirement was that every asylum applicant either establish
his own eligibility for asylum relief or accompany a spouse into the
United States who qualified for asylum. 22 9

In further analyzing the court's interpretation of Section 601 in S-
L-L-, the Attorney General stated that the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals erroneously concluded that a husband suffers the same level of
harm as his wife when she is forced to undergo an abortion or sterili-
zation. 230 Indeed, the Attorney General opined that Section 601
clearly stated the level of harm necessary for an asylum applicant to

222. Id.
223. Id. at 525-26 (citing Shi Liang Lin v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 494 F.3d 296, 300

(2d Cir. 2007)).
224. J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 521. Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 1003.1(h)(1)(i) (2006), the

Attorney General invoked his power "to provide a final administrative ruling on a statu-
tory question that has divided the Federal courts of appeals." Id.

225. Id. at 526.
226. Id. at 532.
227. Id. at 529.
228. Id. at 530.
229. Id.
230. Id. at 533.
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gain asylum protection was to be personally subjected to a forced abor-
tion or sterilization. 23 1 The Attorney General further stated that
eliminating derivative Section 601 asylum protection did not preclude
spouses from gaining asylum in the United States, but rather allowed
courts to decide on a case-by-case basis whether those spouses were
entitled to asylum based on their personal resistance to a coercive
family planning policy.

2 3 2

In further support of his decision, the Attorney General opined
that the legislative history of Section 601 failed to expressly state
whether spouses of individuals forced to undergo an abortion or steril-
ization procedure are entitled to derivative asylum protections. 233 Ad-
ditionally, while the Attorney General recognized that the policy goal
of Congress in enacting Section 601 was to provide asylum relief to
victims of coercive family planning policies, he reiterated that the lan-
guage of Section 601 unambiguously limited asylum protections to in-
dividuals personally subjected to a forced abortion or sterilization. 23 4

The Attorney General further stated his decision did not defeat Con-
gress' policy goal in enacting Section 601 because spouses who were
not personally subjected to a forced abortion or sterilization could still
establish eligibility for asylum on a case-by-case basis. 235 Finally, the
Attorney General stated his determination would eliminate hundreds
of asylum cases in which a husband abandons his wife in their home
country and then attempts to capitalize on her persecution to obtain
asylum.

23 6

III. ARGUMENT

Congress should amend Section 601 of the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996237 ("Section 601") to
refocus the statute to comply with Congress' original purpose in enact-
ing such a statute.238 Congress intended Section 601 to enable indi-
viduals to receive asylum protection if they were persecuted by forced
abortions or sterilizations for a violation of China's family planning
policy. 2 3 9 Since Section 601's enactment, federal agencies and circuit

231. Id. at 534.
232. Id. at 537-38.
233. Id. at 538.
234. Id. at 541.
235. Id.
236. Id. (stating limiting Section 601 asylum protections to individuals personally

subjected to forced abortions and sterilization was in accordance with the Department
of Homeland Security's interpretation of Section 601 and Shi Liang Lin).

237. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009-689 (codified as amended at 8
U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42) (2006)).

238. See infra notes 237-383 and accompanying text.
239. Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999 (7th Cir. 2006).
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courts have limited the types of persons granted asylum protection
under Section 601.240 Consequently, federal agencies and circuit
courts have contravened Congress' intent to provide asylum protection
to the families persecuted by forced abortions or sterilizations. 24 1

The Argument of this Note will analyze the confusion that federal
agencies and circuit courts have created surrounding the application
of Section 601 asylum protection. 24 2 Specifically, the Argument of
this Note will analyze whether asylum protection extends to under-
age, traditionally married individuals whose spouse is forced to have
an abortion for the couple's violation of China's family planning pol-
icy's ban on underage marriage and pregnancies occurring out of wed-
lock. 24 3 First, the Argument of this Note contends that China's
coercive family planning policy violates fundamental human rights
and therefore, the United States should grant asylum protection to
victims of China's family planning policy. 24 4 Second, the Argument of
this Note asserts that Congress passed Section 601 with the intention
of providing asylum protection to couples who were forced to endure
abortions or sterilizations for violating China's family planning pol-
icy's ban on underage marriage. 2 45 Third, the Argument of this Note
suggests that the current split among federal circuit courts in regards
to Section 601 subverts the legislative purpose of Section 601.246

Lastly, the Argument of this Note establishes that the split among
federal circuit courts, in regard to the application of Section 601, cre-
ates an intolerable inconsistency in the application of federal immi-
gration law. 24 7 Therefore, the Argument of this Note proposes that
Congress should amend Section 601 to clarify the class of individuals
to whom the statute grants asylum protection. 248

240. Compare Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 561 (9th Cir. 2004) (holding
Section 601 asylum protection applies to husbands whose marriages would be legal, but
for China's family planning policy), and Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (determining
traditionally married spouses whose marriages were not legal because of the family
planning policy's ban on underage marriage, qualify as spouses for purposes of Section
601 asylum protection), with Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311,
1318 (11th Cir. 2007) (limiting derivative Section 601 asylum protections to spouses in
legally recognized marriages), and In re J- S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520, 520 (B.I.A. 2008)
(stating that the spouse of an individual forced to undergo an abortion or sterilization is
not per se entitled to Section 601 asylum protection).

241. See infra notes 249-383 and accompanying text.
242. See infra notes 249-383 and accompanying text.
243. See infra notes 249-383 and accompanying text.
244. See infra notes 249-66 and accompanying text.
245. See infra notes 267-76 and accompanying text.

246. See infra notes 277-372 and accompanying text.
247. See infra notes 373-83 and accompanying text.
248. See infra notes 373-83 and accompanying text.
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A. CHINA'S COERCIVE FAMILY PLANNING POLICY VIOLATES THE

HUMAN RIGHTS OF NUMEROUS CHINESE NATIONALS

China's family planning policy violates Chinese nationals' human
rights by restricting the Chinese nationals' ability to reproduce. 24 9

Since the 1970s, the Chinese government has placed restrictions on
the reproductive and family rights of its people to limit population
growth in an attempt to meet its own economic goals. 250 In addition
to the well-known one-child policy, the Chinese government increased
the legal age of marriage to twenty-five years of age for women and
twenty-seven years of age for men in the city, and twenty-three years
of age for women and twenty-five years of age for men in the country,
reasoning that such a policy would lead to later births and therefore
effectively reduce China's population by one generation per cen-
tury.2 5 1 However, this forced increase in the age of marriage failed to
coincide with China's culturally traditional age of marriage even after
the national minimum age of marriage was later decreased to twenty-
two years of age for men and twenty years of age for women in
1981.252

While China's family planning policy has been successful in limit-
ing China's population growth, China's family planning policy has also
caused demographic and cultural problems. 2 53 Indeed, China's family
planning policy, which restricts couples from marrying before both
partners reached their respective legal age of marriage, has led to
many young couples disregarding the restriction and entering into
marriages without registration with the Chinese government. 254 In
these marriages, young couples wed in a private ceremony and live
together as a married couple even though the Chinese government
will not register or officially recognize the couple's union as a mar-
riage. 255 These marriages, which are known as traditional marriages,

249. See infra notes 250-66 and accompanying text.
250. See Elisabeth Croll, Introduction to CHINA'S ONE-CHILD FAMILY POLICY 1, 23-

24, 27 (Elisabeth Croll et al. eds., 1985) (stating the Chinese government was concerned
that its growing population would impede its long term economic goals and therefore
instituted the one-child policy).

251. Id. at 20.
252. See Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 5, Yi Qiang Yang v. Mukasey, 128 S. Ct.

2466 (2008) (No. 07-756) (stating that in Chinese culture, individuals often marry at an
earlier age than the minimum age restrictions imposed as part of the family planning
policy); JOHN S. AIRD, SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS: COERCIVE BIRTH CONTROL IN
CHINA 66 (AEI Press 1990).

253. Has China's One-Child Policy Worked?, BBC NEws, Sept. 20, 2007, http://news.
bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7000931.stm.

254. See AIRD, supra note 252, at 66 (stating more than six-million Chinese nation-
als had married under the legal age of marriage in 1988).

255. Id.
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remain common and account for up to seventy percent of all marriages
in some rural areas of China. 25 6

China's family planning policies prohibit traditionally married
couples from having children. 25 7 Furthermore, China's family plan-
ning policy treats children conceived by traditionally married couples
as children conceived out of wedlock and therefore unplanned.258 The
Chinese government punishes traditionally married couples for un-
planned pregnancies through a series of draconian penalties, includ-
ing heavy fines, the threat of job loss, and demotion.2 59 In some
instances, the Chinese government will enforce its family planning
policy through forced insertion of an intrauterine device ("IUD"),
forced sterilization, or a forced abortion. 260 Indeed, pursuant to the
Chinese government's family planning policy, full-term pregnancies
have been forcibly aborted simply because the mother's pregnancy
was not sanctioned by the Chinese government. 26 1 China's coercive
measures are not relegated to the family planning policy's early his-
tory, with reports of forced abortions and sterilizations continuing
throughout the twenty-first century. 262 In one particularly gruesome
incident in 2003, the Chinese government forcibly aborted 271
pregnancies and forcibly sterilized 1369 women in a period of thirty-
five days to ensure compliance with China's family planning policy. 2 63

In the United States, Congressman Christopher Smith referred to
China's family planning policy as a highly unpopular "state-sanc-
tioned crime[ I against humanity."2 64 In another instance of Congress'
criticism of China's family planning policy, the United States House of
Representatives' Committee on the Judiciary stated the coercive mea-
sures used as a part of China's family planning policy, namely forced
abortions and sterilizations, undeniably and grotesquely violated fun-
damental human rights. 26 5 Therefore, the Chinese government's fam-
ily planning policy violates Chinese nationals' human rights by forcing
abortions and sterilizations under certain circumstances. 266

256. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756).

257. Id. at 5; AiRD, supra note 252, at 66.
258. Id.
259. China: Human Rights Violations and Coercion in One-Child Policy Enforce-

ment: Hearing Before the Comm. on Int'l Relations, 108th Cong. 3, 4 (2004).
260. Id. at 5.
261. See id. at 3 (relating an instance in which a woman nine months pregnant was

submitted to a forced abortion).
262. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 4, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756).
263. China: Human Rights Violations, supra note 259, at 8.
264. Id. at 8.
265. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 174 (1996).
266. See supra notes 249-65 and accompanying text.
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B. UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROVIDES ASYLUM

PROTECTION TO VICTIMS OF CHINA'S HuMAN RIGHTS

VIOLATIONS

1. Congress Amends the Federal Immigration Statute to
Specifically Provide Asylum Protection to "Persons"
Persecuted by a Forced Abortion or Sterilization

Congress intended to provide asylum protection to all victims of
China's coercive family planning policy by amending Section 601 of
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996267 ("Section 601") to provide asylum protection to persons perse-
cuted by a forced abortion or sterilization. 268 Section 601 effectively
overturned Board of Immigration Appeals' decisions which denied
asylum protection to those persecuted by China's family planning pol-
icy because Section 601 amended the Immigration and Nationality Act
("INA") to expressly grant asylum protection to individuals persecuted
by a forced abortion or sterilization. 269

Congress' intent to extend Section 601 asylum rights to the
spouses of those individuals who incurred forced abortions or steriliza-
tions is contained in Section 601's language and legislative history. 270

Indeed, the legislative history of Section 601 clearly indicates that
Congress meant to endorse earlier executive policies which granted
asylum protection to those individuals, and their spouses, who were
forced to have an abortion or sterilization.27 1 Furthermore, Congress
used the gender neutral term person when describing who would be
protected by Section 601.272 In clarifying Congress' intent in passing
Section 601, the United States House of Representative's Committee
on the Judiciary stated that the purpose of Section 601 was to provide
asylum protection to those men, women, and couples whose human
rights had been violated as part of China's coercive family planning
policy. 27 3 Section 601's sponsors, Congressmen Christopher Smith
and Henry Hyde, reiterated this purpose, stating Congress intended
Section 601 to provide asylum to every victim, including the spouses of
individuals who underwent a forced abortion or sterilization proce-

267. Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, Pub. L.
No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009-689 (codified as amended at 8 U.S.C.
§ 1101(a)(42) (2006)).

268. See infra notes 269-76 and accompanying text.
269. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 6, 7, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
270. See infra notes 271-76 and accompanying text.
271. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 21, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
272. Id. at 19.
273. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469 at 173, 174.
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dure.274 Furthermore, extending asylum protection to the husbands
of women who were forced to have an abortion coincides with federal
immigration law's highest priority in maintaining an immigrant's nu-
clear family. 275 Thus, Congress intended to extend Section 601 asy-
lum protection to both men and women by giving asylum protection to
persons persecuted by a forced abortion or sterilization. 2 76

2. The Board of Immigration Appeals Provides Derivative Asylum
Protection to the Spouses of Those Individuals Persecuted
Within the Definition of Section 601

The Board of Immigration Appeals provided derivative Section
601 asylum protection to the spouses of individuals personally perse-
cuted under China's family planning policy. 2 77 Soon after Congress
enacted Section 601, the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision rec-
ognized Congress' intent to include an individual whose spouse was
forced to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure within the In
re C-Y-Z2 78 statutory definition of a refugee. 2 79 The Board of Immi-
gration Appeals' failure to substantially state its basis for reaching
this conclusion indicates the Board of Immigration Appeals assumed
Section 601 granted asylum protection to the spouses of those individ-
uals forced to have an abortion or sterilization procedure. 28 0 Indeed,
the Board of Immigration Appeals recognized that a forced abortion or
sterilization impacted both spouses, even though such coercive pun-
ishments necessarily impacted one spouse more intimately than the
other.28 l As such, the Board of Immigration Appeals determined an
asylum applicant could establish the statutorily required past perse-
cution and reasonable fear of future persecution under Section 601
based on the individual's wife's forced abortion or sterilization. 28 2

The Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Cir-
cuit Courts of Appeals accepted the Board of Immigration Appeals' in-
terpretation of Section 601 that granted per se asylum rights to the

274. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 20, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756) (quoting Brief for Jianzhong Shi as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents, In re J-
S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008)).

275. H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 171 (1996).
276. See supra notes 267-75 and accompanying text.
277. See infra notes 278-84 and accompanying text.
278. Id. at 918-19.
279. In re C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. 918, 919-20 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-,

24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008).
280. See Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft, 381 F.3d 221, 225 (3d Cir. 2004) (noting the

Board of Immigration Appeals accepted the proposition that spouses per se qualify for
asylum based on forced abortion or sterilization of either spouse, however failing to pro-
vide a reason).

281. C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. at 918.
282. Id. at 918, 919-20.
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spouses of those individuals forced to have an abortion or sterilization
procedure. 28 3 Furthermore, Congress' approval of C-Y-Z- is evident
because Congress did not amend or repeal Section 601 despite years of
Board of Immigration Appeals and circuit court decisions granting per
se asylum rights to alien applicants whose spouses were forced to have
an abortion or sterilization. 284

Contrary to the aforementioned decisions, the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and the United States Attor-
ney General ("Attorney General") have determined that all spouses of
individuals forced to have an abortion or sterilization do not qualify
for per se asylum protection under Section 601.285 The Second Cir-
cuit's decision creates confusion for lower courts surrounding the
proper application of Section 601 and provides only persuasive author-
ity to the other circuits. 286 The Attorney General's denial of per se
asylum protection to the spouses of those individuals who were forced
to have an abortion or sterilization is even more problematic as circuit
courts have independently interpreted Section 601, therefore the At-
torney General's opinion does not alter the circuit courts' previous
opinions regarding Section 601.287 Normally, courts afford deference
to an agency's interpretation of a statute. 28 8 However, in determining
the proper application of Section 601, a conflict will persist among the
circuit courts because circuit courts on both sides of the debate relied
on the Section 601's statutory language and Congress' intent.289

C. SECTION 601 ASYLUM RIGHTS HAVE BEEN CONFUSED AND

SUBVERTED BY A SPLIT IN THE CIRCUIT COURTS OF THE

UNITED STATES

Subsequent to the Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in In re
C-Y-Z-,290 several circuit courts rendered split opinions on whether

283. See Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 13, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No.
07-756) (stating the Seventh and Ninth Circuits, the Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and
Eighth Circuits agree that the spouses of victims of forced abortions and sterilizations
per se qualify for Section 601 protection).

284. Id.
285. In re J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008). See Petition for Writ of Certiorari

at 15-16, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756) (stating the Second Circuit had
"taken yet another approach, holding that no spouses-whether registered or not-benefit
from Section 601's rule of automatic asylum eligibility" in Shi Liang Lin v. Dep't of
Justice, 494 F.3d 296, 305 (2d Cir. 2007)).

286. See infra notes 377-80 and accompanying text.
287. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 28-29, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
288. Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. NDRC, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843-44 (1989); Petition for

Writ of Certiorari at 28, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756).
289. Id.
290. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 520

(B.I.A. 2008).
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the per se asylum rights afforded to individuals whose spouses were
forced to undergo an abortion or sterilization procedure included those
individuals in traditional marriages. 2 9 1 Adding to the circuit courts'
confusion surrounding per se asylum rights under Section 601 ("Sec-
tion 601") of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsi-
bility Act of 1996,292 federal executive agencies have also rendered
differing statements on whether traditionally married spouses should
be afforded per se asylum rights under Section 601.293

1. The Ninth and Seventh Circuits Afford Derivative Asylum
Protection to Underage, Traditionally Married Spouses
Based on the Language and Legislative History of
Section 601

The United States Courts of Appeals for the Ninth and Seventh
Circuits have determined underage, traditionally married spouses
qualify for per se asylum rights under Section 601.294 In reaching
these decisions, the Ninth and Seventh Circuits relied on their under-
standing of Section 601's statutory language and Congress' intent as
expressed in Section 601's legislative history.2 95

a. The Ninth Circuit Determines Denying Derivative Asylum
Protection to Underage, Traditionally Married Spouses
Would Contravene Section 601

In Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft,2 96 the Ninth Circuit determined that
denying per se asylum protection to the underage, traditionally mar-
ried spouses persecuted under China's oppressive family planning pol-

291. Compare Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 561 (9th Cir. 2004) (holding
Section 601 asylum protection applies to husbands whose marriages would be legal, but
for China's family planning policy), and Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999
(7th Cir. 2006) (determining traditionally married spouses whose marriages were not
legal because of the family planning policy's ban on underage marriage qualify as
spouses for purposes of Section 601 asylum protection), with Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. At-
torney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1318 (11th Cir. 2007) (limiting derivative Section 601
asylum protections to spouses in legally recognized marriages).

292. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009 (codified as amended at 8
U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(2006)).

293. Compare C-Y-Z-, 21 I. & N. Dec. at 919-20 (determining that a traditionally
married person qualified for Section 601 asylum protection based on his wife's forced
sterilization), with In re S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 1, 1 (B.I.A. 2006) (limiting Section 601
and C-Y-Z- asylum protection to legally married spouses), and J-S-, 24 I & N. Dec. at
520 (determining that Section 601 asylum protection was limited to the individual per-
sonally forced to undergo an abortion of sterilization procedure).

294. Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561; Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999.
295. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 28, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 . Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
296. 361 F.3d 553 (9th Cir. 2004).
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icy would contravene Congress' purpose in enacting Section 601.297

The Ninth Circuit stated that the Chinese government's ban on under-
age marriages and pregnancies, which are considered to occur out of
wedlock, were a part of China's coercive family planning policy. 2 98 In-
deed, the Ninth Circuit determined that the asylum applicant, Kui
Rong Ma ("Ma"), was prohibited from legally registering his marriage
and having a child only because the Chinese government believed
marriages at his age would lead to an unmanageable number of chil-
dren per couple. 2 99 As such, the Ninth Circuit opined that because
Ma had not reached twenty-two years of age when he entered into a
traditional marriage, therefore violating China's family planning pol-
icy, the Chinese government forced his wife to undergo an abortion.30 0

Examining Section 601's legislative history, the Ninth Circuit de-
termined Congress condemned China's coercive family planning policy
as oppressive and persecutory. 30 1 The Ninth Circuit further deter-
mined that Congress enacted Section 601 to keep families together
and to provide asylum rights to couples discriminated against due to
an unauthorized pregnancy. 30 2 The Ninth Circuit stated that Con-
gress clearly intended Section 601 to provide asylum protection to
those individuals persecuted by a forced abortion and that forced abor-
tions were inextricably linked to a couple's violation of China's ban on
underage marriage. 30 3 As such, the Ninth Circuit concluded that it
would contravene Section 601 to deny asylum protection to husbands
in underage, traditional marriages. 30 4

The Ninth Circuit further determined that providing per se asy-
lum protection to all spouses under Section 601 would have the statu-
torily desired affect of keeping families together. 30 5 Otherwise, the
Ninth Circuit stated, the traditionally married spouse forced to have
an abortion or sterilization would qualify for asylum protection under
Section 601 while her partner would not.30 6 As such, the Ninth Cir-
cuit's interpretation of Section 601 coincided with U.S. immigration
law's general objective of keeping families together. 30 7

297. Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561.
298. Id. at 559-60.
299. Id. at 559, 560.
300. Id.
301. Id. at 559.
302. Id.
303. Id. at 560.
304. Id. at 561.
305. See id. (stating that applying the Board of Immigration Appeals' rule would

result in breaking apart a family).
306. See id. (noting under the Board of Immigration Appeals' rule, the Ninth Circuit

reasoned that Ma's wife would be entitled to asylum protection, while he would not).
307. See supra notes 99, 302 and accompanying text.
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b. The Seventh Circuit Determines Denying Section 601 Derivative
Asylum Protection to a Traditionally Married Individual Whose
Marriage is Banned by China's Family Planning Policy Would
Create a Catch-22

In Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales,30 8 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Seventh Circuit largely followed the Ninth Circuit's rea-
soning in Kui Rong Ma and determined that an underage,
traditionally married asylum applicant automatically qualified for
asylum protection if the Chinese government forced his spouse to un-
dergo an abortion or sterilization procedure. 30 9 In Junshao Zhang,
the Seventh Circuit determined that the Chinese government forced
Junshao Zhang's ("Zhang") wife to have an abortion solely because the
couple violated China's family planning policy's ban on underage mar-
riage.310 The Seventh Circuit determined that Zhang's wife's forced
abortion, while naturally having a more direct impact on Zhang's wife,
persecuted Zhang because the forced abortion deprived Zhang of his
child and desired family.3 1 ' The Seventh Circuit determined such
persecution caused Zhang irremediable and continuing pain and psy-
chological trauma as Zhang was forever denied the existence of his
unborn child.31 2

Much like the Ninth Circuit's reasoning in Kui Rong Ma, the Sev-
enth Circuit stated it would be a Catch-22 to make Zhang's applica-
tion dependent upon the legality of his marriage under China's family
planning policy when the legal status of his marriage is what ulti-
mately led the Chinese government to persecute him and his wife.31 3

The Seventh Circuit further stated that the legislative purpose of Sec-
tion 601 was to provide asylum rights to those families victimized by a
forced abortion or sterilization pursuant to China's coercive family
planning policy.31 4 As such, the Seventh Circuit stated it would sub-

308. 434 F.3d 993 (7th Cir. 2006).
309. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 553 (stating that Section 601 would be

contravened if asylum was denied to traditionally married spouses), with Junshao
Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (finding Section 601 includes spouses for purposes of asylum).

310. Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999.
311. Id. at 1001.
312. Id. at 1002.
313. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 560 (stating that the Board of Immigration

Appeals' decision, which limited Section 601 asylum eligibility to spouses legally mar-
ried under China's family planning policies, contravened that statute's polices and pur-
poses because China's prohibition on early marriage was inextricably linked its family
planning policies), with Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (stating that the Immigration
Judge's decision, which denied Zhang's asylum request because his marriage was not
legal under China's family planning policies, subverted Section 601 as Congress in-
tended that statute to provide asylum protection to families persecuted under China's
family planning policies by a forced sterilization or abortion).

314. Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999.
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vert Congress' intent in enacting Section 601 to deny asylum rights to
anyone whose abortion or sterilization was due to that individual's de-
cision to marry and have a child prior to attaining the minimum age
required to be married under China's family planning policy. 3 15 The
Seventh Circuit concluded that for purposes of per se asylum rights
under Section 601, individuals who have partaken in a traditional
marriage ceremony qualify as spouses, even though they are too young
to have the Chinese government officially recognize their marriage. 3 16

In addition to coinciding with Congress' intent to provide asylum
protection to all married persons whose spouse the Chinese govern-
ment forced to have an abortion or sterilization, the Ninth and Sev-
enth Circuits' decisions reflect the arbitrary nature of differentiating
between legally registered and traditional marriages in China.3 17

Traditional marriages are common throughout China, with many
couples entering into traditional marriages because of China's family
planning policy's ban on underage marriage. 3 18 In Chinese culture
and society, traditional marriages are indistinguishable from mar-
riages officially recognized by the Chinese government, including be-
ing equivalent in their level of emotional bond and commitment. 3 19

Furthermore, traditional marriages in China are identical in function
to legal marriages in China because traditionally married couples live
together and represent themselves as married to their community. 3 20

Therefore, whether the individual is legally or traditionally married,
the emotional pain and psychological trauma suffered by individuals
whose spouse the Chinese government forced to have an abortion is
equal.321

2. The Eleventh Circuit Misapplied Earlier Decisions and Denied
Asylum Rights to Spouses in Underage Traditional Marriages

The United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit cre-
ated a split of opinion within the circuits and confusion in the applica-
tion of federal immigration law by determining that traditionally
married individuals, whose spouse was forced to have an abortion, did
not qualify per se for asylum rights under Section 601322 or under the

315. Id.
316. Id.
317. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 20, 25-26, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No.

07-756).
318. Id. at 24, 25.
319. Id. at 24.
320. Id. at 24, 25.
321. See supra notes 317-20 and accompanying text.
322. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009-689 (codified as amended at 8

U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(2006)).
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In re C-Y-Z- 32 3 rationale. 32 4 In reaching this decision, the Eleventh
Circuit erroneously relied on United States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit and Board of Immigration Appeals' decisions that re-
fused to extend per se asylum rights under Section 601 and C-Y-Z- to
boyfriends and fianc~s rather than husbands in traditional Chinese
marriages.

3 25

a. The Third Circuit Denies Section 601 Derivative Asylum
Protection to Unmarried Partners

In Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft,3 2 6 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Third Circuit determined the per se asylum rights af-
forded to individuals whose spouses were forced to undergo an
abortion or sterilization procedure under Section 601 and C-Y-Z- were
limited to partners who had committed to each other in a marriage
ceremony. 3 27 The Third Circuit stated that limiting C-Y-Z- asylum
protection to spouses would eliminate several practical difficulties in
determining the asylum applicant's level of injury.3 28 The Third Cir-
cuit also stated that these practical difficulties included the closeness
of the applicant's relationship with his partner, the effect of his part-
ner's forced abortion or sterilization on his own reproductive rights,
and the paternity of the aborted child.3 29 Furthermore, the Third Cir-
cuit determined that it would be difficult to characterize the Board of
Immigration Appeals' reliance on the marriage relation as arbitrary
because lawmakers rely on marital status throughout many areas of
the law.

3 3 0

In Cai Luan Chen, the Third Circuit rejected Cai Luan Chen's
("Chen") argument that he would have legally married his fianc6e but
for the family planning policy's minimum age of marriage. 3 3 1 The
Third Circuit stated that while marriage is a fundamental right in the
United States, a government can legitimately place minimum age re-

323. 21 I. & N. Dec. 915 (B.I.A. 1997).
324. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561 (holding Section 601 asylum protection

applies to husbands whose marriages would be legal, but for China's family planning
policy), and Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (determining traditionally married
spouses whose marriages were not legal because of the family planning policy's ban on
underage marriage, qualify as spouses for purposes of Section 601 asylum protection),
with Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1318 (11th Cir. 2007)
(limiting derivative Section 601 asylum protections to spouses in legally recognized
marriages).

325. See infra notes 326-72 and accompanying text.
326. 381 F.3d 221 (3d Cir. 2004).
327. Cai Luan Chen v. Ashcroft 381 F.3d 221, 223, 235 (3d Cir. 2004).
328. Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 228-29.
329. Id.
330. Id. at 227 n.6.
331. Id. at 229-30.
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quirements on those individuals seeking to enter into a legal mar-
riage. 33 2 The Third Circuit distinguished Chen's asylum case from
Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft,3 33 stating that Chen had not participated in
a traditional marriage ceremony, had not attempted to formalize his
union, and considered himself to be single.33 4 Therefore, the Third
Circuit determined that the rationale of Kui Rong Ma was inapposite
to Chen's situation because the court in Kui Rong Ma afforded asylum
rights only to putative husbands.3 35 However, the Third Circuit dis-
agreed with the analysis in Kui Rong Ma to the extent that it sug-
gested Section 601 asylum protection should be afforded to every
victim of any rule made pursuant to China's family planning policy. 3 3 6

b. The Board of Immigration Appeals Limited Section 601
Derivative Asylum Protection to Legally Married
Partners

In In re S-L-L-,3 37 the Board of Immigration Appeals largely fol-
lowed the Third Circuit's reasoning in Cai Luan Chen and refused to
extend Section 601 and C-Y-Z- asylum protection to the unmarried
partners of women forced have an abortion for a violation of China's
family planning policy.3 38 The court in S-L-L- reaffirmed the Board of
Immigration Appeals' interpretation of Section 601 in C-Y-Z-, stating
that an individual who has a spouse that the Chinese government
forced to have an abortion or sterilization procedure should be af-
forded asylum protection. 339 However, the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals limited the aforementioned asylum rights to individuals in legal
marriages and thus effectively denied the asylum protections to indi-
viduals forced into traditional marriages by China's ban on underage
marriages.

3 40

Acknowledging the lack of any specific language in Section 601
referring to spouses, the Board of Immigration Appeals determined
that Congress intended Section 601 asylum protection to extend to in-

332. Id. at 230.
333. 361 F.3d 553 (9th Cir. 2004).
334. Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 231-32.
335. Id. at 232.
336. Id.
337. 24 I. & N. Dec. 1 (B.I.A. 2006).
338. See infra notes 348-50 and accompanying text.
339. See In re S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. 1, 4 (B.I.A. 2006), overruled by In re J-S-, 24 I.

& N. Dec. 520 (B.I.A. 2008) (affirming the C-Y-Z- holding; however, limiting it to legally
married couples).

340. See S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 1-2. On remand, the Second Circuit questioned
whether C-Y-Z- asylum protection extended to boyfriends and fianc~s; the Board of Im-
migration Appeals limited C-Y-Z- asylum protection to those individuals in legal mar-
riages. Id.
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dividuals whose spouse was forced to have an abortion.3 4 1 The Board
of Immigration Appeals stated that forced abortions persecuted both
members of a married couple by interfering with their right to make
choices regarding children and family. 34 2 Additionally, the Board of
Immigration Appeals determined that the Chinese government con-
sidered both the husband and the wife culpable for an unauthorized
pregnancy, subjecting that married couple jointly to social pressures
and government punishments. 34 3 The Board of Immigration Appeals
determined that a husband, whose wife has been forced to have an
abortion, is not only denied the existence of his child, but also suffers
sympathetic and emotional harm arising from his wife's mistreatment
and the government's infringement on the couple's shared right to
reproduce.

34 4

However, the Board of Immigration Appeals, in S-L-L-, refused to
extend per se asylum rights to boyfriends and fianc6s, stating mar-
riage was the linchpin of its decision in C-Y-Z-.345 The Board of Immi-
gration Appeals determined that boyfriends and fianc6s did not suffer
the same harms as a husband.34 6 Furthermore, the Board of Immi-
gration Appeals stated that a husband had more responsibility in de-
ciding whether to have a child, despite numerous government
incentives and societal pressures prohibiting this decision. 34 7 Follow-
ing the Third Circuit's reasoning in Cai Luan Chen, the Board of Im-
migration Appeals determined that limiting per se asylum protection
to legally married individuals was practical, as it allowed courts to
make several reasonable presumptions. 3 45 These presumptions in-
cluded the paternity of an aborted child and the father's culpability for
an unplanned pregnancy.3 49 Much like in Cai Luan Chen, the Board
of Immigration Appeals rejected the relevancy of the asylum appli-
cant's claim that he would have married his partner but for the gov-
ernment's age requirement, stating there were legitimate reasons for
limiting C-Y-Z- protection to legally married couples. 350

341. S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 5, 6.
342. Id. at 6.
343. Id. at 6-7.
344. Id. at 7.
345. Id. at 8.
346. Id. at 9.
347. Id.
348. Compare Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 228-29 (stating a legal marital relation-

ship allowed the court to make several practical presumptions regarding the applicant's
level of harm and the aborted child's paternity), with S-L-L-, 24 I & N. Dec. at 9-10
(requiring marriage is a manageable and practical way of determining paternity and
legal culpability).

349. S-L-L-, 24 I & N. Dec. at 9-10.
350. Compare Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 229-30 (rejecting Cai Luan Chen's argu-

ment that he would have married his partner but for China's ban on underage mar-
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c. The Eleventh Circuit Contravenes Section 601's Legislative
Purpose by Denying Derivative Asylum Protection to
Traditionally Married Spouses

In Yi Qiang Yang v. United States Attorney General,35 1 the
United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit extended the
decisions in Cai Luan Chen and S-L-L-, determining that a tradition-
ally married individual whose spouse was forced to have an abortion
did not qualify for per se asylum protection under Section 601 and C-
Y-Z-.352 In so deciding, the Eleventh Circuit determined that the lan-
guage of Section 601 did not explicitly grant per se asylum rights to
spouses, instead those rights were solely based on the Board of Immi-
gration Appeals' interpretation of Section 601 in C-Y-Z- and S-L-L-.3 53

Unlike the Ninth and Seventh Circuits, the Eleventh Circuit did not
examine the language and legislative history of Section 601 which in-
dicated Congress' intent to provide asylum protection to traditionally
married individuals whose spouse the Chinese government forced to
have an abortion. 35 4 Instead, the Eleventh Circuit determined the
Board of Immigration Appeals' decision in S-L-L- was a reasonable
interpretation of Section 601 and therefore controlling.35 5

In determining whether the court in S-L-L- reasonably inter-
preted Section 601, the Eleventh Circuit largely relied on the ratio-
nales contained in Cai Luan Chen and S-L-L-.3 56 However, the
Eleventh Circuit failed to recognize that Cai Luan Chen and S-L-L-
were distinguishable from Yang's asylum application as both cases in-
volved the asylum application of a fianc6 and boyfriend, respectively,
rather than a husband.35 7 Specifically, the Eleventh Circuit stated
that the requirement that an individual claiming persecution based on

riage), with S-L-L-, 24 I. & N. Dec. at 12 (stating there were rational reasons for
limiting Section 601 and C-Y-Z- asylum protection to married spouses).

351. 494 F.3d 1311 (11th Cir. 2007).
352. Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1317 (11th Cir. 2007).
353. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317.
354. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 560 (finding Section 601 was intended to

provide asylum protections to persons persecuted by a forced abortion, including hus-
bands whose children are aborted because he married under the legal age of marriage),
and Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (determining Congress enacted Section 601 to
provide asylum to families victimized by a forced abortion), with Yi Qiang Yang, 494
F.3d at 1317 (deferring to the Board of Immigration Appeals' interpretation of Section
601).

355. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317.
356. See id. at 1317-18 (citing Cai Luan Chen,, 381 F.3d at 227 n.6, and S-L-L-, 24

I. & N. Dec. at 9).
357. Compare Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1313 (stating Yang married his wife in a

traditional ceremony), with Cai Luan Chen, 381 F.3d at 222 (stating Chen brought a
Section 601 asylum claim based on his fianc~e's forced abortion), and S-L-L-, 24 I. & N.
Dec. at 4 (stating that applicant sought Section 601 asylum protecting based on his
girlfriend's forced abortion).
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his spouse's forced abortion be legally married under Chinese law was
reasonable because the presumptions and benefits of marriage are
prevalent throughout U.S. law, especially in federal immigration
law. 358 Furthermore, the Eleventh Circuit determined that a legally
married individual shared more responsibility and culpability with his
spouse in regards to the couple's reproductive choices than an unmar-
ried partner, especially in the face of government punishments and
social pressures.3 59 Additionally, the Eleventh Circuit determined
that limiting Section 601 and C-Y-Z- protections to legal marriages
allowed courts and agencies to make practical presumptions related to
the aborted child's paternity and to the effect a forced abortion would
have on the asylum applicant's future reproductive opportunities.3 60

In deciding these practical presumptions were reasonable in lim-
iting derivative asylum protection under Section 601 and C-Y-Z- to
legally married spouses, the Eleventh Circuit failed to recognize these
same practical presumptions were applicable to traditional marriages
as well. 3 6 1 In China, traditional marriages are identical to legal mar-
riages functionally, culturally, and socially, with the sole exception be-
ing official government recognition. 36 2 As spouses in traditional
marriages are equally committed and emotionally bonded as those in
legal marriages, the Eleventh Circuit erred in determining practical
presumptions could not be made regarding the aborted child's pater-
nity and the effect on the asylum applicant's future reproductive op-
portunities when the asylum applicant was traditionally married. 36 3

Furthermore, the Eleventh Circuit erred in determining a tradi-
tionally married spouse did not share the same level of responsibility
as a legally married individual regarding the couple's decision to have
children in the face of government incentives and social pressures. 36 4

The Chinese government jointly punishes traditionally married
couples for violations of the family planning policy through fines,

358. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317.
359. Id.
360. Id. at 1317-18.
361. See infra notes 362-63 and accompanying text.
362. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
363. Compare Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317-18 (stating marital status allowed

the court to make several presumptions regarding the paternity of the child, the level of
harm suffered by the applicant based on his partner's forced abortion, and the effect of
such a procedure on his reproductive opportunities), with Petition for Writ of Certiorari
at 24, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756) (stating traditional marriages and
legally sanctioned marriages are indistinguishable in their function and level of
commitment).

364. See infra notes 365-66 and accompanying text.
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property loss, and job lOSS. 3 6 5 Indeed, the Chinese government fo-
cuses on the couple as a whole when it forces an abortion. 3 66

While the Eleventh Circuit accurately determined presumptions
based on marriage are not arbitrary because they are prevalent
throughout U.S. immigration law, the Eleventh Circuit failed to artic-
ulate the reasons these presumptions should be limited to legally rec-
ognized marriages. 3 6 7 Contrary to the Eleventh Circuit's decision,
these presumptions are applicable to both legal and traditional mar-
riage because underage, traditional marriages are culturally common
and would be legal but for the Chinese government's family planning
policy. 368 Determining the validity of an asylum applicant's marriage
based on rules promulgated as part of China's family planning policy
would contravene Section 601.369 Furthermore, the Eleventh Circuit
failed to recognize that traditional marriages reflect the same level of
commitment and emotional bonds as legal marriages; therefore, it is
presumable that granting derivative asylum rights to traditionally
married spouses would further the U.S. immigration law's general
goal of maintaining family units.3 70

The Eleventh Circuit recognized that its decision created a split
within the circuits as to an immigrant's right to claim asylum under
Section 601, but determined the Seventh and Ninth Circuits would
reverse their earlier opinions based on the Board of Immigration Ap-
peals' decision in S-L-L-.37 1 However, the Eleventh Circuit's reason-
ing failed to recognize that the Ninth and Seventh Circuits relied upon
the language of Section 601 and its legislative purpose in rejecting the
Board of Immigration Appeals' decisions that required a spouse of an

365. See Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 556 (stating traditionally married Kui Rong Ma
and his wife were fined for his wife's underage pregnancy and marriage).

366. S-L-L-, 24 I & N. Dec. at 7.
367. See infra notes 368-70 and accompanying text.

368. Compare Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1317 (stating legal marriage reflects a
more serious commitment), with Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24-25, Yi Qiang
Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756) (stating underage traditional marriages are common
throughout China and indistinguishable in their function and level of commitment).

369. Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561; Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999.
370. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561 (determining that limiting Section 601

to legal spouses would break apart families), and H.R. Rep. No. 104-469, at 171 (stating
the highest priority in federal immigration law is to maintain the nuclear family), and
Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24-25, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-756)
(stating underage traditional marriages are common throughout China and indistin-
guishable in their function and level of commitment), with Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at
1317 (stating legal marriage reflects a long-term commitment that other relationships
do not).

371. Yi Qiang Yang, 494 F.3d at 1318.
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individual forced to have an abortion to prove that the couple was le-
gally married to qualify for asylum protection under Section 601.372

D. CONGRESS SHOULD AMEND SECTION 601 TO CLARIFY THE CLASS

OF PERSONS TO WHOM THE STATUTE PROVIDES ASYLUM

PROTECTION

Given the split in the circuits and the current confusion surround-
ing Section 601 ("Section 601") of the Illegal Immigration Reform and
Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, 373 Congress should amend Sec-
tion 601 to clarify whether a traditionally married individual whose
spouse is forced to have an abortion due to China's family planning
policy's ban on underage marriage falls within the class of individuals
protected by the statute.37 4 Congressional action is necessary because
federal authorities have taken three distinct positions regarding the
class of individuals granted asylum protection under Section 601 and
the Supreme Court recently declined an opportunity to decide the is-
sue.3 75 While the Ninth and Seventh Circuits have determined
spouses in underage, traditional marriages should be granted deriva-
tive asylum protection under Section 601, the Eleventh Circuit has
denied those protections to the same class of individuals. 3 76 Addition-
ally, the Second Circuit and the United States Attorney General ("At-
torney General") have decided Section 601 asylum protection should
be granted solely to the individual forced to have an abortion.3 77

While the Attorney General's opinion should be afforded Chevron def-
erence by the circuit courts, a conflict will persist among the circuits
as circuit courts on both sides of the debate relied on Section 601's

372. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 28-29, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756) ("[A] circuit split will persist given the positions taken by the Seventh and Ninth
Circuits. These courts conducted their own statutory analysis-interpreting the lan-
guage and reviewing the purpose of Section 601-when extending per se asylum eligi-
bility to spouses and rejecting contrary administrative determinations by granting
asylum to traditionally married spouses.").

373. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009-689 (codified as amended at 8
U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(2006)).

374. See infra notes 375-83 and accompanying text.
375. Yi Qiang Yang v. Mukasey, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (2008); see infra notes 374-83 and

accompanying text.
376. Compare Junshao Zhang v. Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999 (7th Cir. 2006) (deter-

mining traditionally married spouses whose marriages were not legal because of the
family planning policy's ban on underage marriage, qualify as spouses for purposes of
Section 601 asylum protection), and Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 561 (9th
Cir. 2004) (holding Section 601 asylum protection applies to husbands whose marriages
would be legal, but for China's family planning policy), with Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. At-
torney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1318 (11th Cir. 2007) (limiting derivative Section 601
asylum protections to spouses in legally recognized marriages).

377. Shi Liang Lin v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 494 F.3d 296, 300 (2d Cir. 2007); J-S-, 24
I. & N. Dec. at 520.
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plain meaning and Congress' intent in enacting Section 601 when ren-
dering their precedents. 3 78 The confusion surrounding the application
of Section 601 and the split of opinion among the circuits has lead to
an intolerable irregularity in the application of federal immigration
law.3 79 Indeed, the split of opinion among the circuit courts in regard
to Section 601 has created a judicial system in which the success of a
traditionally married spouse's asylum claim unjustly depends on noth-
ing more than the location where the case is heard.380

If the circuit courts continue to disagree on this issue, alien asy-
lum applicants likely will strategically maneuver for their asylum
claim to be heard in a favorable circuit.3 8 1 In addition to burdening
these favorable circuits, the irregularity in Section 601's application
likely will burden the Board of Immigration Appeals and circuit courts
with appeals. 382 The likelihood of burdening favorable circuits and
numerous appeals is especially true given the regularity with which
traditionally married spouses apply for asylum under Section 601
based on their spouse's forced abortion or sterilization. 383

IV. CONCLUSION

This Note argued current federal agency and circuit court deci-
sions denying per se asylum protection to traditionally married
spouses of those individuals forced to have an abortion or sterilization
contravened the legislative purpose of Section 601 ("Section 601") of
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996. 38 4 This Note further argued the current circuit split on asylum
protection under Section 601 creates an intolerable inconsistency in
the application of federal immigration law.3 85 First, this Note dis-
cussed the history and practices of China's family planning policy,
Congress' passage of Section 601 in reaction to China's family plan-
ning policy, and important federal agency and court interpretations
extending Section 601 to spouses.38 6 Next, this Note examined vari-
ous court interpretations of Section 601 regarding whether tradition-

378. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 12, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-
756).

379. Id. at 16, 17.
380. Id. at 17.
381. Id. at 18.
382. Id. at 18, 19.
383. See Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 18, 19, Yi Qiang Yang v. Mukasey, 128 S.

Ct. 2466 (2008). By 2004, more than 9000 asylum applicants were waiting under Sec-
tion 601 for asylum; a significant amount of Chinese couples participated in traditional
marriage. Id.

384. Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 601(a)(1), 110 Stat. 3009 (codified as amended at 8
U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(2006)); see supra notes 237-383 and accompanying text.

385. See supra notes 237-383 and accompanying text.
386. See supra notes 21-69 and accompanying text.
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ally married spouses of individuals forced to have an abortion or
sterilization should be afforded asylum protection.3 87 Finally, this
Note proposed that Congress should amend Section 601 to quell the
discrepancy in federal immigration law and realign the statute with
Congress' original legislative purpose to afford per se asylum protec-
tion to traditionally married spouses. 38 8

In China, young couples often enter into underage, unregistered
marriages after being forced to choose between following the law or
committing to each other.3 89 These traditional marriages are indis-
tinguishable from legal marriages in their function and level of com-
mitment. 3 90 As such, traditionally married husbands suffer the same
profound loss legally married husbands suffer when the government
forces their wives to abort a child. 39 1 The important difference, how-
ever, is that children of traditionally married couples are aborted
solely because of the violation of China's family planning policy's ban
on underage marriage. 39 2

In enacting Section 601, Congress sought to afford asylum protec-
tion to married couples subjected to a forced abortion or sterilization
for violating China's family planning policy. Since Section 601's en-
actment, federal agencies and circuit courts have issued spilt decisions
on the issue of whether Section 601 asylum protection should be af-
forded to spouses forced into underage, traditional marriages because
of China's family planning policy. 3 9 3 In fact, some courts determined
that Section 601 asylum protection should be limited to legally mar-
ried spouses because legal marriage normally reflects a higher emo-
tional commitment than other relationships. However, a court's
reasoning that only legally married spouses are affected by forced
abortions and sterilizations is absurd because it makes the success of
an applicant's asylum claim dependent upon the applicant's status
under the very family planning policy that Congress viewed as perse-

387. See supra notes 70-236 and accompanying text.
388. See supra notes 372-83 and accompanying text.
389. See supra notes 252-56 and accompanying text.
390. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 24-5, Yi Qiang Yang, 128 S. Ct. 2466 (No. 07-

756).
391. Id. at 25-26.
392. Kui Rong Ma v. Ashcroft, 361 F.3d 553, 560 (9th Cir. 2004); Junshao Zhang v.

Gonzales, 434 F.3d 993, 999 (7th Cir. 2006).
393. Compare Kui Rong Ma, 361 F.3d at 561 (holding Section 601 asylum protection

applies to husbands whose marriages would be legal, but for China's family planning
policy), and Junshao Zhang, 434 F.3d at 999 (determining traditionally married
spouses whose marriages were not legal because of the family planning policy's ban on
underage marriage, qualify as spouses for purposes of Section 601 asylum protection),
with Yi Qiang Yang v. U.S. Attorney General, 494 F.3d 1311, 1318 (11th Cir. 2007)
(limiting derivative Section 601 asylum protections to spouses in legally recognized
marriages).
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cutory. Furthermore, the aforementoined reasoning ignores the fact
that underage, traditional marriages are virtually indistinguishable
from legal marriages in China. Therefore, current federal agency and
circuit court opinions denying derivative Section 601 asylum protec-
tion to traditionally married spouses contravene the statute's purpose
and create inconsistency in the application of federal immigration law.
With the Supreme Court recently foregoing an opportunity to settle
this issue, Congress should amend Section 601 to include traditionally
married spouses within the class of persons protected by the statute.

Megan A. Carrick - '10
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